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PREFACE 

This research work is an attempt to unravel the nuclear 

debate in India.( It examines the politics of nuclear behaviour 

since independence. In this changing world, where the fate of 

a country changes without any time interval, it is very difficult 

on the part of India to sit !dle. It has to examine and re-

examine various political socio-economic, military developments 

both inside and outside the_country. The greatest dichotomy 

of d?e present day is that on the one side there is accumulation 

of nuclear armaments. and on the other side there is call for 

disarmament. The countries which are unable to eradicate 

rampant pove~ty are_spendi~g a lion's share of their budget 

towards defence purposes') This is why 1 t has created enthusiasm 
I 

in us to work on the -nuclear diplomacy of India. 

Here we base our hypothesis on the followinf four pillars: 

(i) '\/" India's arms control and disarmament proposal is the 

direct product of the economic compulsions of the country. 

(ii) ._.........India's campaign for arms control is viewed as a part 

of its nuclear diplomacy to avoid nuclear confrontation 

and to establish preponderance in the South Asian region. 

(iii) ._;ph·e ingredients of India's foreign policy such as non-

alignment and peaceful co-existence has paved the way 

for a matured def~nce dec is ion making. 

(iv) ~The nuclear dilemma confronted by threats from the 

neighbouring countries and other international forums 

have compelled India to keep its option open. 
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four c'-'.npters. In t>:o fi .,..s t c'>.2:) to:.~.,.. ~ . ..,it.~ the gene r.=>l in traduction, 

some concepts 2:-1 ~- c'-..allo? nc}'::-S to India's nuclear diplomacy h? s 

o·::o,"'n hic;hl ig~t-..rd. In the second c~apte r, refence strategy of 

India has oeen vividly narrated. The focus has oeen given on 

the evolution of India's nuclea-: programme since independence. 

Tl1e majo-: r..rars and incidents ttrith its neighbours and its impact 

on India has been analysed. I!'l the third chapter t·,p present 

Socio-econc"lic, politic~l, military pcsition of the world '!las 

been studied. The ver1 nuclear debate in t."1e country has been 

rigorusly debated. In the fou:rt"t chapter the role of decision makig 

has been discussed. It has sho'tm that the political leaders have 

an edge over the professionals in the nuclear decision makimg. 

Anyway we hox;e that we have '-~en succesSfUl in 2nalys ing the real 

nuclear diplomacy in India, ~ .. 'hich will inspire the futu~ resea...-chers 

to go deep int.o the mat.te:r a·1d make a more anatomical study 

of the problems and prospects of nuclear weapons. 

Or: t:·;is occa ssio-: I c:r,;e 2 .:_..;:>~son al dent to my superViSor 

professor T.T. Poulose, ~rit':lout ttrhose help vrriting thiS dissertation 

~\rould have ne''"n C'l dream to me. I am extremely fortunate to 

hc::ve uenefited f"""rn his v?luaule sug,_:;estions and constructive criticisms. 

I am very much -~:rateful to my pa..-ents for t'ieir love, affection 

c-md continued suppo:t al th~-ough my aca:Jemic c0reer. 

I take this oppo;tunity to ackno•:7ledge my deep regards to 

:ny brother--inJ.avJ late .3ri P0rsuram Sa:nal, 1,Jho was al'~'ays 
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somevody s;::-ecial to me. for hiS constant inspiration and 

keen in te:cest in my educational pursuits. 

I should not fail to mention the encouragement and enthusiasm 

rendered oy my .orothers for the completion of this dissertation~ 

My thanks are due to friends like Ajj a, Hanoranj an, Prasanna1 

Arltind, Nana, .!jabuly & r-1f~~, Bisu, Suj ata, Nandi ta, Manoj I 

D'.vioedi, Bis~.vaj 1 t, Asho](l ;I Avin, Haque, Sa rat, Sridhar, Abhiram Vai, 

L2li t Vai, Anant, Akshaya Vai, Sunil, Sukhwant, ~~1and, Tewary, 

Ambika, Prata:r,Mahes~,ra..-, Lenin, Mahesh, saroj, Sanj aya, Sahul,. 

Anj ani, Ami t, ~ajesh and many others for their help and co--operation. 

I '.vould like to thank Mr. Mohan Lal .t:shatt for neatly typing 

thiS disse ;tation and Mr. Darshan Lal Da.Dral for Co- Ol"'dinating 

in t:-1e final p 1"8paration of this Jr.anuscript. 

A,k "'rk, 
( AVAYA KG'MAq NAYAK) 



CHAPTER-I 
INTRODUCTION 



,: ~ 
The nuclear policy daoate in India is not the product of 

'. 
the present environmeqt, rather it traces its origi~ to the past 

. -' ~ 

two decades. Before the debate began in the sixties 1 India had 

a coherent nuclear policy for nearly fifteen years. Its origin 
.' ., .·. 

1 ies in the Gandhi an tradition and the concept of non-violence, 

whichwas also part of the heritage of the Indian freedom 

struggle. Nehru had a genuine horror of the nuclear menace 

and he believed that India while developing nuclear energy 
1 

for peaceful purposes must never go in for nuclear weapons. 

l?rime Minister Indira Gandhi .in her statement in the 

U.N. General Assembly said that nuclear weapons represented the 

.ultimate in ;force. Thus, any attempt to eliminate force as the 

detennining factor in international relations must begin with 

practical stepS towards dis.armament. But the nuclear menance 

has become an accepted fact of life and the world has developed 

a certain insensitivity to the nature of the threat. Despite 

every solemn resolution adopted by the General Assembly, 

States continue to enlarge their capacity for nuclear war. 

The arms race and the search for more sophisticated weapons 

have rendered meaningless the concept of balance of power, yet· 

every advance in military technology is accomponied by an effort 

to maintain a balance of terror. This encourages local wars 

and undermines the established political authority in States, 

1. ijhabani Sen Gupta, Nuclear Weapons? l?olicy Option 
for India ( New Delhi: Sage, 1983), I?. 1. 
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which are struggling to proect their freedom. 

Indians in general find it even more difficult to grasp 

the impact of !.luclear weapons, the ultimate instrument in the 

projection of absolute power. The extremely 1 imited indigenous 

gee-strategic and geo-political literature in India has 

concentrated primarily on a non-nuclear env.:tronment, dealing 

with security issues in terms of conventional threats to 
' 

our territorial integrity and sovereignty and as responses to 

them. The challenges of and responses to prol iterating. nuclear 

weapons around india thus present a totally different paradigm 
3 

and pose a new predicament. 

A firm believer in the creed of non-violence, Maha'bna 

Gandhi, the father of the nation preached all his li :fe that 

should abjure war as a means of attaining national objectives and 

become a firm upholder of this principle as a means of solving 

all international disputes while keeping a smal_l army, adequate 

to the needs of sel £-defence. India, should never go fcc the 

manutacture atomic weapons, as an aid to the conduct of fo,reign 

policy or for national l?restige, as some nations are said to 

be doing at present. It looks upon the great scientific 

discovery of nuclear fission as a blessing to mankind, chiefly 

because, it promises to solve the world's most pressing problem, 

~~the generation of power for industrial develo.tment and 
4 

it may create a .new heaven and a new earth. 

2. Statement by Prime Minister Indira Gandhi in the U.N. 
General Assembly, (14 october, l968),(E:xtract). . 

3. K. Subrahinanyam (ed.), India and the Nuclear Challenge 
(New Delhis Lancer International, 1986 )1 p. 17. 

4. • Atomic Development in India', Economi!_t"'- (15th october, 19 60), 
p. 300-315. 



.Sut building up the armed forces, either as an expression 

of national independence or to support foreign policy, was 

never one of Kehru's objectives for independent India. The 

reasons can De divided into two: In the first place, Duilding 

up the armed forces would have meant diverting resources from 

economic development which India considered extremely important. 

Secondly, Nehru's :faith in the efficacy of his own foreign. 

policy seemed to oJ:>viate the need for developing the armed 

forces as a defence requirement, His foreign pol icy was aimed 

at keeping India out of all military alliances, so as to 
5 

avoid involvement in international military conflicts. 

The outlines of independent India • s defence policies were 

laid long Defore independence. But the Congress party, which 

assumed office in 1947, Drought with it a long tradition of 

hostility to ~ritiSh defence policies, including the belief 

that many of the so-called threats to indian security, whether 

from Afghanistan or the Soviet Union, were illusory and' 
6 

largely the product of British expansionist urges. Accordingly 

there was a marked tendency, particularly after 1931, to 

see independent India as relatively secure from external attack. 

Nehru said in 1931: "India in the future would be protected 

by a balance of power created by a mutual jealousies and 

s. Shyan Bhatia, 'Indlar' s' Nuclear Bomb (Sahibabad:= Vikas, 19 79 ),p.26. 

6. Lome J. Kavic, India's quest for security -(Berkeley 
and Los Ageles University Press, 1967), p. 21. 
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rivalries of the great powers". In keeping with th::ls background, 

Nehru in 1946 as the head of the interim government, recalled all 

Indian forces from abroad and expressed his desire to keep 

away frorn all alignments, while at the same time maintaining 

friendly relations with all countries. Thus, a tentative plan 

drawn up by the interim government in March, 19 47 envisaged a 

small, mooile andwell equipJ;ed army of 200,000 men, a 20squaroon 

air force and a small naval force built around three lic;;ht Cruisers 
8 

and two air craft carriers. 

The great plan of 1947 was all of a sudden aoonooned, due 

to the new developments in India's stra;.egic scenario. The 

Creation of Pakistan and its .ooundaries posed a new threat 

to India. The Kashmir dispute and other differences with 

Pakistan made it impossible to implement the plan under a joint 

defence .agreement between the two countries. From 1949 onwardS, 

Indian defence strategy took into account the possibility of 

another attack by Pakistan through Kashmir, .out the theori tical 

.oasis underlying defence policy towardS the major communist 
9 

powers remained fU~:adauec..tally unchanged, H9wever1 the communist 

threat- to India's borders, from being a distant and t.'l-teoritical 

possibility in 1947, acquired new menacing proportions in 

1949 with the Chinese invasion of Tibet that year. India adjoins 

7. Ibid, p. 23. 

8. Shycrn Bhatia, Indl.a•'s Nuclea'r Bomb, (Sahibabad : Vikas, 1979), 
p. 28. 

9. Ibid., p. 28. 
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the .Sino-Soviet borders in three main sectors: Ladakh in 

North East Kashmir, the States of Himachal and Uttar Pradesh 

and the North-East frontier agency (NEFA), situated between 

Bengal and Assam, all bordering Tibet. The successful Chinese 

invasion of Tibet made all three sectors VUlnerable to anned 
10 

attack for the first time in this century. 

In Nehru • s vision this attack on Tibet was perceived 

mainly as a political and diplomatic one, rather than military. 

Any approach of expanding the armed forces to counter 

a possible Chinese attack in future would have been very 

expensive. As a result diplomatically Nehru acquieseed in the 

take over of Tibet and he followed this up by signing the 1954 

agreement on Tibet by which India surrendered all its rights 

and priviteges in the area. At the same time, Indian 

government supf:Qrted peking wherever possible in international 

forums, for example on the issue of its right of admiSsion to 

the United Nations organisation. Between 1950 and 1952 new 

agreements were signed with Nepal and its semi-independent 

neighbours, Bhutan and Sikkim, to strengthen their political 
11 

and defence links with India. 

The prospect meanwhile of india being involved in a war 

with either China or the Soviet Union was dismissed as unlikely 
. . 

because as Nehru reasoned, it would cause a much larger 

10. Ibid., p. 29. 

11. Ibid., p.29. 
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conflagration as a result of the Western powers coming to 

India •s aid. Significantly defence expenditure during the period 

actually declined as a proportion of the national annual 

budget. In 1950 annual defence eost of Rs. 170.06 crores 

represented 50.33 percent of the budget. In 1960 defence costs 

rose to Rs. 272.26 crores but this represented only 20.77 percent 
12 

of the budget. Since then it has become a general question 

before the decision Makers Whether to increase or decrease 

the defence budget keeping in view the economic urider 

development, malnutrition and poverty of the country. 

It is widely recognised that the conditions under which 

scientists feel motivated are some what different from those 

who work in trades or bureancratic and industrial enterprises. 

That scientists require freedom from the btrreaucratic 

constraints in order to demonstrate their scientific research 

potentials prompted Dr. Homi J. Bhabha, the founder of India • s 

nuclear energy programme, to seek total autonomy for himself 

and for his trusted followers. He 1 aid the foundation of 

nuclear Indias frOm policy formulation to decision making, from 

executive to scientific engineering, from building construction 
13 

to designing gardens of his nuclear estate. 

When Nehru perceived that Bhabha was the only one to 

shoulder different responsibilities, he assigned him various 

12. Based on The Hindu, (1 March 19 50 and 1 March 1 19 60). 

13. Dhirendra Sharma, Indi'a•s Nut:H~'ar"E's!tate 1 (New Delhi; 
Lancers, 1983), p. 16. 



roles includiilg that of a grassroots scientific researcher, 

policy maker, organiser and ad'ninistrator of a new scientific 

B 

and engineering organisation in which knowledge of maay inter-

related disciplines was essential. In the nuclear developnent 

particularly at that stage, it was important to oe involved 

closely in reaearch laboratories de\felopnent oesid.es 

maintaining high efficiency in administrative services which 

required direct contact with the scientific and professional 
14 

workers. As long as .tjhaoha was alive, all nuclear policy 

decisions were taken by him which were routinely approved DY 

Nehru. This implied that the chairman of Atomic Energy Commission 

(AEC) with such responsioilities also carried with h~ full 

accountauili ty. ~ut this was an enormous vurden placed upon Hhaoha 

jjy the nation. 

It is how:!ver not to deny that India could have had an 

atomic energy programme even if there had .beeR no Bhaoha-Nehru 

connections. It is also accepted that the mode of its policy 

formulation during the first phase (1948-1966) notwith

standing, the oroad policy perspectives were directed towards 

two main indent! fiaole. national goals: attainment of an allegedly 

lower cost technology for electric power generation system which 

could oe largely independent of locational constraints aud 
, 

secondly to oe prepared for weapons optioas as and when occassion 
15 

necessitate d. 

14. Ibid., p. 17. 

15. I.bid., P• 18. 



Homi J. Bhabha stated at the conference on the IAEA 

Statute on 27th Novemoer 1956 that India is well emdowed 

uy nature with atomic raw aaterialS. India has tlle largest 

known deposits of thorium in the world. More over, the 

moba.zH:e~ sah'ds of India contain some 0. 4 percent' uruiuin, 

their total uranium content crnounting to several thousand tons of 

uranium. In order to alleviate the long-range power problem, 

we have not only to burn the uranium-235 contained in the 

natural uranium, but we have to utilise all the urcmium and 
16 

thorium as is possible through the breeding process. It is, therefore, 

essential that the lJong range atomic power programme be based on 

the atomic power plants which breed new fissionable material 

from the source material. He also observed that in future States 

might deposit their stockpiles of fissionablem material with an 

international agency, though, it is too early to say whether 

such a step will be necessary in the interest of mutual 

security, but if this is to be done it must be done on a 

universal basis by mutual agreement and not be imposed only 
17 

on a group of States, nanely those receiving aid from the agency. 

Concepb.lally, the framework of India's security requires it 

to be structured on two fendamental criteria: that of optinum 

freedom of action to protect and advance national interests, 

and secondly, that of a paradigm of nati.onal power. It is 

16. Statement by Homi J. Bhabha at the conference on the IAEA 
~taB4te (27 September, 1956). 

17. J.P. Jain, Nuclear India,Vol. II, (New Delhi :Radiant 
Publishers, 1974),p.44. 



also apparent that these two are deeply interlinked and 

inter-related. The. problem perhaps 1 ies in the fact that 

10 

the first, having been practised as an article of faith in dealing 

with international issues, it is better understood by most 

in tenns of non-alignment in a world of alliance systems and 
18 

bipolar po~r blocs. 

Freedom of action to select policy options is not only 

necessary to safeguard national interests, but in a bipolar 

world order which is inherently unstable, it becomes on 

essential catalyst to help move the international world order 

towards a stable multipolar or balance of power system. Attempts 

to achieve this so far have been based more on reactive 

responses rather than on a coherent concept of national power. 

The anatomy of national power must be seen in its totality, 

not as an absolute and redundant concept in relation to 

military power only and the relational aspects of power. Power 

has been defined in in ter:nationa1::. relations as "the capacity of 

a nation, to use its tangible and intangible resources in such a 
19 

way as to affect the behaviour of other nations: Therefore, 

the developing countries essentially need to increase their 

relative power to obtain a tilt in favour of the developed 

countries. National power must be seen not from the antiquated 

concept of power in the 19th century, but in its perspective 
20 

·in the closing yearsof 20th century. 
• : • • ! ' •. , \ ! I J ~ . I. ~ 

18. 

19. 

' 20. 

K. Stibrahmanysn (ed. )., India and the Nuclear Challenge, 
(New Delhi~ Lancer International, 1986), pp. 39-40. 

Stanley L Falk., "The Environment of National Security, 11 

Industrial colluge of the anned forces {Washington 
D.C., 1968), p.2S. 
K. Subrahmanysn (ed.)J lndia and the Nuclear Challange, 
(New Delhi ~ Lancer International, 1986), p.44. 
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The military power however is an important· aspect of· a nation • s 

capabilities to pu~ue its policy options. It is no longer 

the only or even the main element among the many constituents 

of national power. Japan today is in a position to exercise 

tremendous influence on the international order on the basis 

of its economic and technological rather than the military 

element of the power of nations. Second by relational aspects 

of power is crucial especially since it rests on the in't.angibles 
21 

of perceptions. 

It is oblrious that a modest nuclear capability has led to 

changes in the relative power by other States thus leading to 

changes in the relative power of nations. The United States took 

unprecedented initiatives and started serious search for 

rapproachment with communist China after the latter acquired 

even a modestly credible nuclear capability, which was in no 

position to pose a direct threat to U.s .A. The camp David peace 

agreements and the lmagest stretch of peace between the Arab 

countries and Israel, even to the degree of isolotion of the 

palestine Liberation organisation (PLO) by the Arabs may be 

due in no small measure to the knoWledge of nuclear weapoms 

capability of Israel • What two thousand years of struggle and 

three decades of almost constant active fighting could not 
' 

achieve, a few nuclear weapons did-recognition of the State of 
22. 

Israel. 

21. K. Subrahmanyan (ed.), India an·d·Nuolear challenQ! 
(New Delhi : Lancer International, 1986), p. 44. 

22. Ibid, p. 48. 
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India is already surrounded on· all sides by nuclear weapons 

powers engaged in continuous proliferation of nuclear weapons. 
' 

To the north, the Soviet Union and people • s Repunlic of China 

possess a variety of nuclear weapons. The Soviet Union has 

a massive arsenal of nuclear weapons aRd intercontinental 

delivery systems. China at present has an impressive nuclear 

weapons capa0ili ty. The u.s. base in Diego garcia in the 

Indian ocean is capable of 1 aunching B .. 52 strategic bombers 

equipped for nuclear and conventional weapon de!'ivery, besides 

being able to support large-sized u.s. combat forces in the 
23 

region. 

Since the establishment of the bipolar world order backed 

by nuclear weapon stockpiles, the United States and Soviet 

Union have been restrained from direct conflict by the fear 

of ~utual assured destruction. They have concentrated their 

competition in 'third areas• in the developing world. With its 

political instabmli ties and localised wars, the developiRg . 

world has provided a fertile, al tereative battle ground where 

thegreat powers could wage a proxy war where each could seek 

to spread its own influence and deny or disrupt its opponent's 
24 

anbitions. 

This essential frame ~rk permeated Jawaharlal Nehru's 

vision of India and the direction he provided to the nation. 

23. K. Subrahmanyan (ed.) India and the nucl~ challange 
(New Delhi : Lancer International, !986), p.62. 

24. Richard E. Feinberg, TRe· Interperate· Zone: Third worl~ 
Challenges to u.s.· £o~igp policy (New-York,~. Nortion& Co., 
!983), p. 15. 



He led the natioa to keep the tryst·with destiny: it is 

for the nation to ful. fil the promises made in the yester years 

aad cover the miles into the deep and dark woods of tomorrow: 

and for the leadership and the people of today to make a tryst 

with India's destiny ahead, so that we can meet the future 
25 

challenges. 

The big question before Indians is not whether nuclear 

weapons can be used to defend Indian frontiers from external 

attack or prevent external powers from making war on India. 

International experience shows that, after HiroShima and 

Nagasaki, nuclear weapons have ~ot been used in war either 
2£ 

for defensiv~ or offensive purPoses. 

Nehru • s wide vision for utilising nuclear energy for 

peaceful purposes received a different dimension at ~ outi::>reak 

of the first Chinese eJq?losion in 1964. Lal Bahadur Shastri 

diluted the commitment by saying that 1 I can't say that the 

present policy of nuclear pacifism is deep rooted, that it 

cen • t be set aside and that it would not be changed. In fact 

the first debate in India on going nuclear was triggered off 

by the Chinese bomb. The response to this pressure produced 

an amoivalent auclear policy: an uneJq?reSsed nut implied 6ption 
27 

to go nuclear with only an insipid political will to dor~o. 

2 s. K. Suoral'vnanyam, India and the Nuclear Challanges · ~,! A,~9. , . 

26. Bhal:>ani Sengupta, Nuclear Weapons? Folicy Options for 
India (New Delhi: §age, 1983), p.29. -



C H A P T E R - II 

INDIA 1 5 DEFENCE STRATEGY 
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The threat to nation •s security antses from the 

desires of zealous men and nations and their ability to satisfy 

those desires. A nations defensive capacity dependS upon 

its ability to anticipate 1.::such threats and to worest the enemy. 

In contemporary times with the developnent of inter-continental 

missiles and electronic suJ:Veilance, the capacity of both 
1 

offensive and defensive strategies have increased greatly. 'This 

inherited incapacity is provided by two recent events. The last 

Soviet Defence minister, Marshal Grechko on his visit to 

India in March,·~ 1975 was flabbergasted by an Indian Air 

Force request for a strategic bomber to replace its aging 

canberras. But Grechko emphBsised the need to replace bomber 

with missiles. Clearly, the Indian govemment•s enphasis on 

combat air craft in as age of man carried anti-aircraft missiles 

shows that Inc!iia•s apprais·al of its defence needs is base"d on 

the estimate that its enemies fall within the range of, and 
2 

could be detered by, a manned bomber. 

The tWo conflicts- the Chinese aggression of 1962 and 

the PakiStan aggression of 1965- in the early years of our 

independent existence brought home to us the urgency of security. 

The strategic new developnents of China iS attaining a nuclear 

1. Rohet Handa , Policy 'for India's defence (New Delhi : 
publications, !976), p. Is. 

2. Ibid., p. 18. 



staus and China's inte8tions to test its nuclear missiles system 
. 3 

aC'I"'SS Indian terri tory into the Indian Oceat~., and India 1 s 

response to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation treaty. must have shaken 

many Indians from an indealistic to the realiStic oulook. 

There is no doubt aoout China's single most important threat to 

India's national security and territorial integrity. The 

threats of nuclear China and Pakistan to India may develop 

separately • or could com.nine in a single dangerous threat, in 

which case India would find itself in a crucial postion. 

China•sMilitary posture towards India and the world is 

a matter of every day comment in news papers. Its mives in Asia 

and else where are routinely watched by the entelligence 

and diplomatic staff of any country of consequence. By ignoring 

the China's Cloud of military power or by deliberatelY not 

facing up to that threat, in the hope that the cloud will pass 
4 

without causing harm. 

The chinese regime is currently characterised by an 
f / ' 

intensely efchnocentric and expansionist nationalism. Being a 

totalitarian regime it is not restrained by free public debvte 
5 

or the wishes of its .people. In its dealings with its neighbours, 

3. 

4. 

5. 

' 

Parris H. Chang, n China's Scientists in Cultural 
Revolution," Bulletin of the atomic scientists, vol. 25, 
1969, p.2o. 

Rohit Handa, PolicT for India's defence, (New Delhi :Chetana 
puolications, 1976 pp. 19-20. 

Sampooran Singh,· !ndia and the i:lUclear bomb, (New Delhi: 
S Chand & Co., 197D p. 75. 
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the regime furnished unmistakaole evidence of its hegemonistic 

designs. In the Chinese Revolutionaries and tte corrununist 

party of China ( 1939), Mao wrote that the seizure by the 

imperialists of many states situa'ted round China and enjoying 
6 

China's protection was a tragic loss for China. 

So for as India is concerned, China has laid claim to 

well over 50,000 square meter of Indian territory. It launched 

a massive attack in Ladakh and N.E.F.A. in 1962 and occupied 

15,000 square meter of our cerritory. China will operate 

largely through a strategy Which ensures maximal pay off at the 
) 

lowes tpossinle risk and minimal cost. It is quite possiole that 

China will take advantage of the comparatively unstaole soc.ie-
7 

economic and political setting in Asia, Indian defence 

planners take into account the possibility that the Chinese 

could, in the event of serious threat, move down in force 

either via the old Ledo-Yunnan road going through North-Burma, 

or via the North-South road system of Nepal running from the 

Indian border to Tibet. It is alSo reported that the Chinese 

are digging trenches and making air-raid shelters in Lhasa 
8 

and its sorrounding areas. 

When China for the first time exploded its nuclear bomb 

on october 16, 19 64, Mao Tse Tung qualified to join, what he had 

'·· ·~ .~ t ' 

6. Ibid., P• 76. 

7. Ibid., p. 77~ · 

e. Ibid., p. 77. 



18 
till then called, • the club of paper tigers. • Prime Minister 

Lal Bahadur Shastri described the Chinese explosion as a danger 

to the maintenence of peace and called upon peace loving 

people in all the countries to raise their voice and awaken the 
9 

world conscience to fight this agression on peace and security. 

Defence minister Y .B. Chavan declared that the atomic bomb 

would not ad:i to China's military strenght and that the short 

term threat from across India's northern borders continued to be 

from conventianal weapons. He had the oelief that china would 

use this e:xplosion to exert political pressure, specially 

in Asian and African countries. Chavan said: "we will not be 

deceived_ by such hypocrisy." Similarly also the then Education 

minister M.c. Chagla declared that India could not trust the 

protestations of the Chinese that their atom bombs were for peace. 

He ad:ied by saying " I do not think the e:xplosion of the bomb 

increases the Chinese menace. If China ever dares to use it 
10 

against India, it will mean a world war, a nuclear holocaust." 

Various Comments and cormientaries on China's nuclear plan 

gave differentmeanings to its nuclearoreak-through. Some 

were of the opinion that the bomb was of no military significance, 

9. G.G. Mirchandani, lndi'a•'s nuclear 'deleffima (New Delhi : 
popular Book services, !968), p. 26. 

10. Ibid., p. 26. 
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'"hile some opined that it is only to provide psychological 

and political pressure upon India. A Nev-r DElhi news paper 

conceded that the Chinese e:xplosion we>s a grave provoc_ation 

lfi 

to India but counselled that India's ',:.esponse should oe sever 

and realistic. A leading news paper from South India counselled 

that China had still- a long way to go from the nuclear device 
11 

to actual nuclear weapon capability and a matching delivery system. 

This nuclear scene in China created havec in different 

society. The General Secretary of the Bharatiya Jan Sangh, 

demanded that India should produce her atom bomb, called upon 

the govemrrent to change its nuclear weapons policy. The 

communist party of India (Marxist) at a session held three weeks 

after the Chinese explosion passed a resolution urging the 

government to take the ini tiativ~ in l:?reaking the deadlock 

in the· border dispute with China, but made no comment on the 

latest ·developnent in China. The Gen~ral Secretary of the 

rightist swatantra party, M.R. Masani urged the government 
.... .~·-·-" 

to rely on the deter~nt provided by the u.s. nuclear umbrella 

rather than itself enter a nuclear race. 11 A nuclear force in 

order to act as a deterrent, must be vastly superior to that 

of the enemy. It is highly problematic whether India would 
12 

never be capable of achieving superiority over communist China~ 

11. Ibid., p. 26. 

12. Ibid., p. 26 • 



' The All India congress committee called for a hot discussion 

on the foreign policy and consequently several amendments were 

moved concerning the government's nuclear policy. As a result 

a member of the congress parliamentary cornnittee strongly 

pleaded that India should produce atom bomb. In the parliam

entary debate on the defence .oudget for 1975.76, the foz:mer 

defence minister SWaran Singh maintained that China's on 

its armed forces was ten times as great as India's. But China's 

expenditure must .oe evaluated in the context of its own defence 

aims, which includes defence against the Soviet Union; the 
13 

u.s. and India. 

The foundation of China's stature is not t.'1e bomb, but its 

size, discipline, the advantages of population and geog-raphy, 

the upsurge in its economy despite a variety of handicaps. 

These enable China just to sit back and frighten the whole 

world. V .c. Trivedi, India • s former ambassodor to the Eighteen 

Nations Disarmament conferenced (E~DC), has written that China 

would like to weaken India's po\oler and prestige in Asia and 

perhaps to topyle the Indian goyernment by maintaining a 

military threat which cause India to slow its economic 
14 

development as defence spending increased. Some scholars on 

the other hand believe that the security threat which China 

------------------------------------
13. 

14. 

Rohi t Handa, Poli9y for lndia' s defence 'New Delhi: 
Chetana Publications, 1976), p. 4.9. 

V .c. Trivedi, The defence of India China and the p~ace 
of Asia (London: ChattoFano Windus, 1965~ 131. 



poses to India is basically political. There are two distinct 

aspect of this political threat-subversion like arms aid to Nagas, 

Mizos and Na~li tes and development of an operational nuclear 

weapons capability. Peking is equally determined to prevent 

India from developing as a countervailing foree jointly assisted 
15 \ 

by Moscow and Washington. Ni th the possession of nuclear weapons, 

peking may be expected to exercise a freer and stronger hand in 

South and South-East Asia. The possession of nuclear .bombs not 

only enables peking to win the psycho-political game, but also 

gives it an option to precipitate a crisis in which India could 
16 

be blackmailed into paralysis. 

But on the other hand if it is vividly ooserved, it would oe 

clarified that China has apparently a strong commitment to an 

indigenous weapons production oase, unlike India, whe~e designs, 

systems and components are freely imported. For this reason 

China is less well equip~d than India. But as the Chinese 

eeonomy grows and if china .imports military technology from 

the u.s., its conventional military capability will increase. 

As China's infrastructure improves, especially its proposed 

rail networl< in its south west which is under construction, 
17 

its capaoility to reinforce Tioet will improve greatly. 

15. Sampooran _Singh., India and the Nucle'ar lJO~ (New Delhi: 
s. Chand & Co., 19 71).,p. 79. 

16. Iuid., p. 80. 

17. hhaoani Sengupta, Nuclear wea)?ohs?' Policy Option for !ndia 
(New Delhi: Sage, l983)., p. 36. /#> 
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Of late the new developnents in both tre countries aas 

changed the post environment. The signing of a cultural 

agreement between India and China described by a Chinese 

degnitary as a "pionetring pact" is doubtless an advance on 

the road to rapproachment betvreen the two countiries. Nothing 

1 ike this accord e:xi sted even in the hey day of the Hindi-

Chini Bhai-Bhai era. It is against this backdrop that the 

focus in both this Country and China has shifted to Raj in 

Gandhi's forth coming visit to Beijing, the first oy a Indian 

Prime MiniSter since 1954when Jawaharla Nehru went there. 

Mr. Gandhi's encounter with the chinese leaders was entirely 

different from his encounters with Soviet and American leaders. 

The agreement which would oe automatically renewed every five 

years was signed for India by M. Vardarajan, secretary, 

department of culture and for China by vice minister of culture, 

Liu Deyou in the presence of Chinese culture minister, wang 

Meng on 28 May, 19F8. 

A meaningful development of Sino-Indian Relations, wh:tch 

havt": remained frozen because of the crucial border dispute, 

seems to be in the o-Ffing with the decision in February 1988 

to reopen consulates of either country in Bombay and Sanghai 

"''hich were closed do-vm following the chinese attach on India's 

oorder in octooer, 1962. 

The Sino- 1ndian border dispute, which burst into an open 

v1ar in 1962, has remained in cold storage for close to two 



decades. Before the official level talkS on the boundary 

diSpute began in December, l9El, China had been dropping hints 

and showing interest in a solution of tie issue based more on 

concessions and a package deal than on principles and respect 

for his1=-rorical records. 

The solution of the._border dispute hinges on the 

acceptance of the McHohan line. China has althrough opposed it. 

Jn contrast, China settled the border question with Burma on the 

bases of tre Mc1'1ohan line and Burma was a part of India till 

and mid- 30 1 s. However China does not make a mention of it. r,Then 

it comes to the question of 'Historical background: China says 

the document relating to tlje Mcmohan line is fake. 

The border issue bas been discussed threadbare over eight 

rounds of official level talks in the past six years. It 

has become complicated because of the construction of the 

• silk road' by China over the Karakoram range through Aksai 

Chin and pak--occupied Kashmir. Inevi taoly, the Solution of 

the border dispute is linked to regional perception and 

stratigic interest. 

On the other hand the official position is that India can 

defend itself against a chinese attack. One war and one 

incident have occured .oetween the two countries. The chinses 

responded to Indian attempts to force reeognition of its 

claims regarding the international J.JOundary uy means of active 



paramilitary patrolling, by launching a full scale attack 

against North-West and North-East India in 1962. In 1967, the 

Nathul al incident took place· when china attempped to test 

India's will. In 19oS, though no incident occured, China 

unsuccessfully attempted to coerce India oy implying the use 

of military force unless India broke off its war With Pakistan. 

In 1971, though Pakistan's need for chinese intervention was 
18 

greater than in 1965, China made no attempt to coerce India. 

Another strategic problem that confronts India on the issue 

of nuclear bomb, is t...'"le threat from Pakistan. After being an 

independent state on August 15, 1947 Pakistan, in October, .1947 

invaded the state of Jammu and Kashmir. Bloody fighting 

continued till United Nations declared a ceasefire in 1948. 

Pakistan again 1 aunche d an offensive in Apri 1, 19 6 5 when a 

complete infantry b~igade supported by tanks and heavy artillery 

attacked the Kutch area. Again on september 1, 1965 a whole 

infantry origade and 70 ·tanks of the PakiStan army crossed the 
19 

International bOrder into Indian territory. 

Some people opined that the main cause of this war is the 

dispute over the state of Kashmir. The more generally accepted 

view is that the conflict with PakiStan is fundamental and 

arises from the pre-independence struggle between the rival 
20 

concepts of secular nationalism. and::.comrmiri.al.ism. Most Indians 

18. Bhanani Sengupta Nuclear weapons] policy option for India, 
(New .Delhi: Sage, 19831, p. 32. 

19. Sampooran Singh, India and the Nuclear oomb (New Delhi; s. 
Chand & Co., l97U, p.82. 

20. Ibid., p. 82. 



are equally couviuced that Pakistan born in strife, needs to 

maintain a climate of confrontation to hold its desperate people 
21 

together. China's support for Fa"Jdstan's ilaims against India, 

is no doubt the d~ rect product of sino- In dian hostility, v.rhi ch 

constitutes an unhelpful external factor in the dispute 

between the two neighbours. Two significant developments in Sino

Pakistan relations during 1969 were: (i) the re--opening of the 

669 kilo meter road Kashgar in Sinkiang v.ri th Gilgi t in p2k. 

occupied Kashrni r through the min take pass, and ( ii) the 

construction of a new 112-kilometer lateral road connecting 

morkhun in pak occupied Kashmir with 4, 8EO--metre high Khunjerab 
22 

pass on the kashmir-Sinkiang border. Some 12,000 Chinese FLA 

men were reported to have been inducted into Kash:nir to sontruct 

the latter road, which links the two stratecic roads-the h~sai 
23 

Chin and the gilgi t-Kashgar roads. 

Ultimately in the two wars with Pa'<.istan, India successfully 

proved its potentiality and Pakistan was shovm its o'l..m place. 

These two incidents in the life of Pakistan as nation prompted 

it to tilt more towards the United States of America to get both 

technological and military help. As a result there existed 

a securiq? relationship between the u.s. and Pakistan. The 

21. Dillip Mukherjee, "India's defence perspectives;• 
Surviva1,1969, vol. XI, No.1, p.2. 

22. Sampooran Singh, India and the nuclear bomb 
(New Delhi : s. Chand & Co., 1971).. p. E2 

23. "India in world strategic Environment", Annual Revievr, 
(Ne'l.-1 Delhi : Institute for Defence Studies and Ai1alysis, 
1970), vol.2, No.3. p. 263. 



emerging relationship includes American Support for Afghan 

rebels operating from Pakistan.1 u.s. arms for Pakistan 1 use of 

Pakistani naval facilities by American warships and probable 

' 
exchange of information regarding the Soviet presence in 

24 
Afghanistan. 

To the extent Pakistan has become a frontline state for the 

US in its new drive to reforge the ring of encirclement against 

the Soviets 1 the US may oe e:xpected to react adversely 1 if 

Pakistan is seen to .ue threatened Dy India. At the sa'Tle ·time 

the US is most unlikely to instigate Pakistan to attack India. 
1 

It is entirely in American interests that Pakistan and India 
25 ·' 

do not fight another war. 

I~f a comparative approach is taken oetween India and 

Pakistan 1 so for the commitment to the atomic energy is concr:rned1 

different meanings strike to our mind. For India peaceful uses 

of atomic energy 1 a willingness to acquire technology from obroad 

without compromising· its basic principles and a total 

application to military applications of the atom marked the 
. 26 

nuclear technology development of India. But it is too difficult 

for Pakistani leaders to take a similar step as the Nehru-

Bhabha team had foreseen in the use of atomic energy.Zulfikar Ali 

2 4. 

2 5. 
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Bhabani Sengupta 1 Nuclea·r weapons? Policy option for India 
(New Delhi: Sage publicationS 1 l983lp.33. 

Ioid., p. 33. 

K. Sl#:<rahrnanyaJ1l ( ed.), India and the Nuclear Challenge 
(New,Jtielhi; Lancer International, 1986), p. 198. 



Bhuto was the acknowledged architect of PakiStan's foreign and 

nuclear policie·s. For him, non-alignment was "ambiguous" because 

the .''neutral ' had no" positive mission "and they were " divided 
27 

among themselves. 11 Even it \-laS remote possi.oili ty for them to 

collectively play a decisive role Bhuto 1 s this conception of 

1962 changed automatically ny 1976, "'hen he said" on the whole, 

non-alignment has .oeen a balancing force. As practised ny 

the mojority of Asian-African States, it has gained the 

recognition, which it h ad merited from the oegining of being 

morally the only valid and practically the only effective policy 
28 

avail aole to them in the face of the rivalry of the great powers~· 

He went on to compliment Jawaharlal Nehru for hts" historic cont .. 

ribution 11 to the evolution of the world affairs by articulating 
29 

the principle of non- alignment. 

In recent years that country has become a v.ictim of What 

are called the 1 technological fixes. General Zia-ul-Haq 

himself asserted that Pakistan would not give up its right 

to acquire nuclear technology irrespective of the hurdles. In 

1979, he went to the ex~nt of saying t~_Rt if ge hatl to choose 

between holding general elections and the acquisition of nuclear 
30 

technology, he would prefer the latter. Abdul .Oadir Khan, who 

2 7. Ibid. I p. 19 8. 

2e. Ibid., p. 19s. 

29. Zul fikar Ali Bhutto, The Third ~>~orld.: New Directions, 
(London, 1977}, pp. 36-37. 

30. The Hindus tan Times,Delhi, September 12, 19 79. 
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reduced the tension in India. 

Under this strategic point, if Pakistan were to .oegin 

manufacturing nuclear bomo;; that will oe the point of no return 

for India. K.Suurahmanyan asks the question: why would Pakistan 

want a nuclear oomb? As an instrument of .olackmail against 

India in Kashmir? or as a deterrent to India's invasion of 

Pakistan in a renewed conflict on Kashmir? or for pressuri~ation 

of India for other reasons? one threat must beget another of the 
31 

same Kind to deter of. If Pakistan is going to m•ake its 

nuclear bomos, the present pol icy of India will come under 

intolerable pressures for revision from the public, the press 
32 

and the parliament. 

Non-aggression and no-war pacts are all very well between 

states that have no unresolved disputes, nut they would oe 

meaningless in the Inao.:..Pakistan context as long as Pakistan 

excluder Jammu and Kashmir from their scope. Such exclusion is 

emplicit in Pakistan's position, which reserves for Pakistan 
i 

freedom to intervene in Jammu and Kashmir at any time of its 
3~ 

choice. 

It has become a fact that in India and Pakistan, the '-reapon 

31. K. Suorahmanya11 {ed.), India and thenuclear challenge 
{New Delhi: Lancer International, 1986), P .l89. · -

32. Ibid., pp. 189-90. 

33. Ioid., p. 190. 
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31 

options have been a crucial aspect of their policies and t.'1at 

their civilian nuclear efforts have, by and large, been meant 

to develop such an option. Another important thing thc-ti:: 

strikes us is that both India and Pakistan ~ave reached a 

1 imi t of nuclear capability whereby they can unfold this option 

and launch on a nuclear arms race;. Also it is a fact that the 

nuclear situation in the suo-continent iS largely indepenoont 

of the glooal nuclear situation and therefore it can De 
34 

tackled .by regional oil ateral arms control measures. 

Another important measure. that strikes at the very root 

of out nuclear policy is the commitment for non-alignment. 

Non-alignment is often defined as an independent foreign policy. 

It is an expression# in the international field# of the 

independent spirit and the independent judgment of a nation. It 

is looking at the world, as Jawaharlal Nehru used to say# through 
35 

one • s own eyes and not through the eyes of others. 

Non-alignment is simply an expression of the desire to 

attain maximum independence in national decision making on all 

issues domistic as well as foreign. V .K. Krishna Menon said: 

"Non-alignment is the policy of independence." It reserves and 

stoutly maintains that India Will take its own decisions in 

her national interests and in conformity with her ideas of what 

is good in world interests. A policy of alignment with foreign 

34. Ibid., p. 191. 

35. K.R. Narayanan andK.P. Misra (eds.),Non-ali9!l!llent 
in contemporary International PoliticsJNew Delhi: Vikas, 
19eD, P• 94. 
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states on the other hand, especially when the partner to the 

""} ,.. 
Oc} 

alignment is economically and militarity much weaker perforce 

places the decision in foreign handS. It is also a policy based 
36 

on· self-reliance and national dignity. 

However non-alignment did not mean neutrality. In the 

Constituent Assembly on December 4, 1947, Nehru said: we 

have proclaimed that during this past year that we will not attach 

ourselves to any particular group. That has nothing to do with 

neutrality or passivity or anything else •••.• we are not going to 

join a war if we can help it; and we are not going to join the 

Side which is to our interest, when the t.:f.me comes to make the 
37 

choice. Nehru insisted that non-alignment was a poSitive and dynanic 

policy, not a negative or unchanging one. It was not just an 

·idealistic or utopian policy either, but realiStic and practical 

one, meant to promote the national interest of a country, 

consistenlfy with progressive advancement of individual 

nations wi t11in their self-chosen different ways, as mtich as the 
38 

collective good of the community of nations. 

In 19 54, Nehru initiated the pol icy of co-existence 

(panchsheela) with communist China. The Chinese aggression of 

1962 was an eye opener to India nand Nehru approached to United 

36. 
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States, United Kingdom and ot"Qer democracies for assistence 

to stop the attack. Nehru did not see any conflict with his oasic 

policies in asking for conventional weapons for the defence of 

the nation. After the conflict, Nehru stated that there could 

ne no non-alignment with regard to China, and that India had failed 

to understand and grasp 'Nentralist Realism" and has been 

pursuing ·~entralist Idealism. The chinese aggression also ignited 

a spirited debate in parlianent and the popular press on 
39 

the relevance on non-alignment. 

During 1949-50, neutrality had no meaning in the chinese 

eyes and the erne rgence of free countries in Sou t.'1 and South-East 

Asia as sovPreigg states was not recognised oy the Chinese 

leaders. In Octooer-Novemoer 19 50 China charged that India 

was oeing influenced oy foreign powers which were hostile to China. 

Moreover in April 19 5~, at the bandung conference where India 

and china met as co-participants to discues issues of peace 

and co-operation ~ong Afro-Asians, the Chinese Prime Minister 

told that nations could hold different view -points and yet 
40 

seek common ground. 

India • s foreign and military policies indicate elements 

of continuity and change. The continuity refers to the constant 

------------------------------------
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at ten tion that Indian elites have given to foreign developnen ts, 

if these appear to effect India's political, economic and 

security environment. India has also given .consideraole 

at tention to the behaviour of the industrialised nations, the 

super powers, and international organisations, all of whom are 
41 

in a position to aid its development. The involvement of foreign 

powers was recognised as a "foreign interference" in India's 

developmental and security processes if it seemed con tracy to 
42 

India's interest. 

Though it is an observed fact· that there is continued utility 

of non-alignment, still the relationship .oetween military policy 

and diplomacy has .oeen changing all the t.ime. If we cite the 

e:xanples, then it will .oe clear that in 1950's the Indian 

defence mechanism was modest in scope and geared to the threat 

from Pakistan and the danger of communist stwversion within India. 

India 1 s poor military perfoitnance during the 19 62 crisis with 

China revealed serious deficiencies in the quality of entelligence, 
43 

training and equipnent of the India's defence services. 

S~bsequently4 India embarked on an intensive plan to modernise 

its defence machinery. Even thou!:h the Indian Air Force failed 

·to achieve air superiority over Pakistan during the 1965 war. In 

the af!ennath of the !962 crisis, two serious changes in India's 
' ' ~' 

41. R. Kothari, Politics in India (Boston: Little, Brown, 
19 70), pp. 385-88. 

42. Quoted in Ashok Kapur, India's Nuclear 0 tion:: Atomic 
Di 1 ahd decesion Mak n New York: Praeger, 1976, p. 7. 
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security behaviour were observeds(1) although the idea of peace 

and non-alignment in the Indian foreign policy rhtoric was not 

moderated, the theory of peaceful co-existence came to be 

applied primarily to India's Soviet policy and to India's China 

policy (2) While the idea of peace as the u1 timate goal of 

Indian policy remained constant, in practice .India's foreign 

policy establishment recognised that available military force 
- 44 

was a vital pre-condition for the achievement. of peace. 

The nuclear diplomacy in 19 50 • s and 60 • s is of greater sign

ificance in the nuclear history of India. The u.s. policy of 

keeping India off ~alance through a strategy of supplying military 

equipnent on a grant or concessional basis to Pakistan evoked 

strong. Indian p~tests. In addition to the great problem that 

India faced in the Kashmir area, the w.s. strategy from the 

Indian perspective appeared to have broader implication. It 

had a contextual feature in the a.rms-control and disarmament 

negotiations:: for example India's attitude against president 

D~right D. Eisenhower's "Atoms for peace" proposal of 1953-54 

appeared to be shaped by general Indian perceptions about the 
45 

nature of US foreign policy in the Indian suo-contenent. 

Despite the Shifts in India's relations with the United 

states, the Soviet Union and China, India's nuclear policy 

. ' 

44. Inid., p. 8. 
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remained constant from the 19 50 • s tO may 19 74. In the 19 50 • s 

and the 1960's Canada was the principal supplier of atomic 

fuel and reactor technology to India. At this tinie, India's 

opposition to controls over the ,t:eaceful use of atomic energy 

applied principally and publicly to us proposals to have rigid 

controls and, to a lesser extent to the Canadian suggestions 
46 

to strengthen safeguards in Indo-Canadian atomic energy agreements. 

Nehru stated tha India would develop atomic power for 

peaceful uses but warned that, so long as the world was 

constitute~ as it was, every country would have to develop and use 
47 

the latest scientific devices for its protection. India 

ultimately viewed that peaceful rather than military uses should 

.be safeguarded. 

On 4th November, 19 48, speeking at the United Nations General 

Assembly, lHdia's ambassador Vijay Lamti Pandit "!Jad stated, 

"India like so many other countries of the world is an under 

developed and under powered country in whose future economy, 

atomic energy shall play an important role. India's policy 

has oeen to develop nuclear energy for peaceful purposes and 
48 

it has worked for nuclear disarmament. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

Since independence, the developmeqt of nuclear technology 

Inid., p. 10. 

See L.J. Kavil, India's guest for securi'ty (Berkley and 
los Angeles: university of California Press, l967~p.28. 

J.P. Jain,Nuclear India,vol.II(New Delhi: Radiant,l974)pp.3-4. 



49 
has neen under five phases. In the· p<reliminary phase from 

1946 to 1956, India has set-up scientific and industrial 

laboratories to train Indian scientists and to identify areas which 
so 

might help in the country's progress. The next phase lasted 

from 1956 to 1966, when India establiShed power reactors and 

full processing plants. Indian engineers alSo designed a 

research reactors and joiaed experience of working and maintenance· 

of nuclear power system. This phaSe met an aorupt end with 

the sudden death of Dr. Bhabha ill January 1966. Also this tragedy 

was followed by the demise of prime Minister Lal Bahadur Shastri 

at Tashkent. 

The third phase in the development of the nuclear technology 

iR India was from 1970to 1974, when India conducted an under 

ground test in Fakharan. It clearly demonstrated that Indian 

scientists could design instruments, fabricate nuclear material 

and develop techllology which was equalled to the European 
51 

countries. The fourth phase of the nuclear technology development 
. 52 

began after the pokharan e)C_plosion on 18th May, 19 74. After 

this explosion however, the American and Canadian b3..lp was 

terminated, with the presumption that India has violated an 

49. . ·~'s. Sisodia, Foreign Polley of lndi·a: Indira G·andhi Era 
'New Delhis Inter-India Publications 1985), p.l04.-

so. 
51. 
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(New Debhi : Inter-India, 1985), p. 105. 



agreement of peaceful use of nuclear power. In the United States 

it was increasingly :felt that India was a key country whose 

going nuclear would set in motion an ambitious programme in 

Pakistan 1;o go in for the bomb. Secondly, the u.s. wimed India 

to remain week in the nuclear field so that the balance in the 

Indian Sub-continent between India and l?r.kistan could be 
53 

maintained. 

However this implosion ha s created misgiv.rtags not only 

in the minds of the decision makers of non-nuclear powers out also 

in the minds of those po,~rs who possess it and use it to 

manipulate the power Dalance of the 'tV"orld. To the Indian Pririle 

Minister Indira Gandhi, India in fact iS in the primitive 
54 

stage of nuclear development. Mrs Gandhi approached the formidaole 

problem which requires reconciling oetween universal demand for 

.banning the nuclear options and tie national demand to produce 

more and more nuclear energy. In other cases Mrs. Gandhi chose 

the middle path and, in that she partially criticised the 

provisions of the partial Test Ban Treaty signed in Moscow on 

August 5, 1963, endorsed oy. Jawaharlal Nehru. The treaty 

appeared to oe partial to those who were not having the DOITlJJS • 

.t:sut it has li ttl.e to say su.uStantiall y for those who can 
55 

manufacture, pi'Qcess and produce gigantic stockpiles. 

53. Ibid., p. 10~. 
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India SubSCrioed to the treaty With the hope and 

enthusiasm that it would lead to total and comprehensive 

disarmament. The reception of the treaty was universal and it 

raised optimism crnong the peace loving people of the world. 

India at this juncture could not realise that the contracting 

parties to the treaty had an agreement for a partial treaty_ and 

refrained themselves from a comprehensive one. More over this 

treaty permited underground tests
6 

and that is way china and 
56 

France opposed the treaty and refused to sign it. Finally China 

announced that the treaty ,.ras an attempt oy the U.K. 6 U.S.A. and 

U.S.S.R. to consolidate their position and deprive the non-nuclear 

powers from further developing nuclear technology. Similarly 

president De-Gaulle declared that unless the nuclear powers 

surrendered or destroyed their nuclear weapons, France 

would not sign the treaty. 

In another side also, the main interest of India was that 

all nuclear weapons, being weapons of mass destrocton should oe 

completely eliminated. J::Sut India was critical of the Non-

Proliferatian treaty of 19 68, on the following groundS. 

( i) The NPT was very much discriminatory and it ignored 

equal and mutual obligations between the nuclear and non-

nuelear state. 

56. s.s. Sisodia, Foreign· policS of· India: Indira Gandhi E~ 
(New Delhi : inter- India f.ou lication, 1985)1 p.107. 
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(ii) The treaty ran contrary to the General Assembly Resolution, 

2028 (XX), as theTO was no linkage between the treaty and other 
57 

measures of disarmament. 

(iii) Alt the nuclear powers were not consul ted in the fll70illing 

of the treaty. As China was absent, so why the treaty will be 

binding on ber? 

(iv) on the question of control and sc:f.eguards, the treaty 

was not very much clear. Safeguards should be universal in 

nature and not discriminatory. The safeguards here were only 
58 

for non-nuclear powers. 

India objected that restrictions have been put on 1 nuclear 

have nots • but not on ~•-nuclear haves' and it is designed to 

protect the status quo andto check the aspirations of the 

developing countries. The Indian objection was mainly against 

the unequal nature of the treaty and misuse of 1nternational Public 

opinion to subvert a policy of vertical prolifiration by 

a few powers. In India's view this was not a non-prolifiration 
59 

treaty but a measure designed to disarm the unarmed. 

THE PCI<HARAN EXPLOSICN-

Nuclear explosion for peaceful purposes have been Qonducted 

in both u.s.A. and U.S.S.R. for the exploration of natural 

57. 
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K. SubrahmanyCJn, Inaian attitude towardS the NPT: nuclear 
Prol'iferatioh· Proolems (stockholm, 1974), p. 267. 



~sources, for raising mountains and irrigating deserts. 

The peaceful uses of atomic energy has been gener~ly welcomed 

·in the United ~ations Conference on peaceful uses of Atomic 
60 

energy. India's interest in the peaceful nuclear e:xplos ions 

dates vack to the 8th general conference of the international Atomic 

Energy Agency on 17th Septemoer, 1964, where Dr. Jjhaoha 

emphasised India's determination to use this source of energy in 

the field of civil engineering and explosion of resources for 
61 

economic oenefits~ 

One of the reasons for opposition to the non-proliferation 

teaty vy developing countries was the hope raised vy the 

potential of new technology of peaceful nuclear explosions. The 

governnent of India came under heavy pressure to a.oondon its 

policy of peaceful uses of atomic energy and to immediately 

start a nuclear weapons programme.· On 27th Novemoer 1964 

Hukum Chand Kachhavaiya of Hharatiya Janasangha moved a 

resolution in the Lok Sauha urging the goverrunent to maaufacture 

nuclear weapons. He referred to the threat from China arising 
1 

out of the Sino-Indian dispute and her nuclear explosion and 
62 

argued that peace could .oe maintained only oy those who had pot-~er. 

61. J.P. Jain, Nuel~ar 'Ina{a· (New Delhi: Radiant, l974~p. 159. 

62. ia: Athird world 
i Prakashana, 1980, p. 125. 
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According to him India must go nuclear and warned that 

government Should not rely on outsi<E nuclear assistance. 

participating in the discussions on the resolution, Kapur Singh 

(M.P.) pleaded for seeking and accepting umbrella protection 

which had been volutarily and suo motu offered by the 

United States. 

But government of India's reaction to these demand was 

something different, when it argued that the Secutiry of India 

was conventional and would be met at that level. Prime 

Minister Shastri's disclosure that Indian scientists were 

experimenting with peaceful nuclear explosions technology was 

in reply to the demand of the members that the government should 
63 

go for nucle_ar weapons. 

In non-aligned conference at Lusaka in 1970, Prime Mimister 

of India Indira Gandhi said: "The conference is aware of the 

tremendous contribution Which technology o~ the peaceful uses of 

nuclear energy, including peaceful nuclear explosions, can make 

to the economy of tre developing world. It is of the opinion 

that the benefits of this technology should be available to all 
64 

States without any discrimination~' As a whole these guided thee 

development and gorwth of India's nuclear efforts to employ nuclear 

energy for achieving economic self reliance. India could foresee 

that nuclear energy was an important tool to catch up with the 

63. Ibid., p. 126. 

64. Ioid., p. pp. 127-28. 
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technological revolution ushered in· oy the splitting of the atom. 

Participating in a discussion in the pa.rl iamen t P. 

Rammurthy (M.P.) on Non-proliferation Treaty, said, 11 The. 

question is that these powers which have already got the 

monololy of those. weapons and nuclear research, seek not only to 

continue nut also want to prevent othe'r nations from conducting 

experiments even for peaceful purposes of nuclear energy. 

After all, we know that in future nuclear research is going 
6~ 

to play a dominant part in the development. AlSo he added by 

saying that it is an accepted fact that the acceptance of this 

treaty would mean that we will have to agree not to proceed 

with our own atomic research and to utilise energy for 
66 

our own purposes. They will haVe the power of veto. 

Mentioning the pro.olems connected with the developnent of 

this technology, Prime Minister Mrs. Gandhi said that .oefore 

going in for peaceful nuclear explosions, the effect on the 

environment, the contamination and the actual usefulness of 

exploiting ores of indigenous origin by creating davi ties 

through blasts and reaching the ores, needed to be examined and 
67 

we should resist the pressure to go into it immediately. 

K .c. Pant declared that our scientists are to-day engaged 

in gathering all relevant information in order that peaceful 

65. 

66. 
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uses of nuclear explosive devices, when the technology is 

developed can .be available for the economic benefit of 
68 

thf s country. 

After a great de.oate India decided to explode an under 

ground nuclear test device on 18 May, 1974. In accordance with 

the retionale of its nuclear policy, India decided to go ahead 

with nuclear test e::xperiments to develop and refine the 

developing technology. She therefore, chose to igno:re ·the 

pressure of the super power and alSo of Canada, and resisted 

their efforts to compel India to subscribe to the non-
69 

prolifiration treaty. 

Despite all the pressures from the super powers, 

enunciate in the non-prolifiration treaty, India successfully 

achieved a .breakthrough in her endeavours when she successfully 

conducted her first nuclear e::xperiment at Fokharan in Rajsthan 

on 18 May, 1974. It was conducted under ground in a geological 

suitable medium to gather informantion- on its usefulness for 

several peaceful applications. A notavle feature of the explosion 

was that India was the first country to explode a nuclear 
70 

device under ground in its inaugural deton~tion. 

68. Ibid., series 4, vol. 4, No. 30,(2 July l97l),Cols. 295-9. 
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Ho~ver Canada took this step in a different look, when 

Prime MiniSter Trudeau in 1971 attempted to dissuade the 

Indian government from developing peaceful nuclear devices, 

with a warning that Canada would have to reassess its 

relationship with India. Ashok Kapur has pointed out that "as 

a matter of fact, before the Indians tested, the canadians 

had already started to be tough because the zengler committee 

had recommended that even industrial items be denied to India 

because of their possible in India's peaceful atomic energy 
71 

programme. 

Indian e~losion is treated as if it w21s a nol t from tre 
72 

nlue. It is though a small step in the nuclear history of the 

world but a gi<;mt step for the whole human Kind. 

----------------·--------·--------------
71. Indil::m EX;Press, Ne~v Delhi,(27June, 1974). 

72. K.K. Pathak, Nuclear polic):r or India: At~third world 
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~1EAFON OPTION ;\ ?'J D I I:: D I A : A R E V I E ~v 



The situation in which ""e pass through is a very 

complicated one. It is too difficult to see the whole 

world system in one direction. Hence the vital question 

.before- us is the anatomical syudy of· the situation and 

an analysis of ooth domestic and foreign environment of a 

48 

nation as tSell as the socio-economic condi ti.on of that particular 

country. 

The understanding of the economic role of the .atomic 

energy and the awareness of the developments abroad in this 

field were helpful in defining the oojectives of India's nuclear 

policy. India could hopefully aspire to employ this nev1 source 

of power along with conventional sources to solve its proolem 
1 

of oackwardness and poverty# In the international forum 

India had all along advocated the elimination and probi.otion 

of the use of nuclear weapons and emphasised the need for 
2 

peaceful uses of nuclear energy. 

tA close stydy of the post partition economy reveals 

that there is oare necessity of using modern scienti fie and 

technological tools to reconstruct the shattered Indian 

economy. It . .stands as ·~a JJig question .oefore every human being 

1. K.K. Pathak# Nucle'ar Policy o·f India~ (New Delhi:: Gitanjali 

Prakashan# 1980), p. 10. 

2. Ibid., p. 10. 



in this Sub-continent that the basic necessities like food, 

clothing and shelter should be provided to· the vast population. 

It was in this context Mr. Bhaoha, realising the inadequacy 

of hydro-electric po-wer and conventooral fuels, stressed the 

need for developing the atom for this purpose. 

Nehru made. the position of the Government of India 

clear when he spoke in the inauguration ceremony of India's 

first nuclear reactor • Apsara • at Trombay on January 20,19 57 

that no man can prophesy the future. But I should like to say 

on behalf of my government and I think I can say With some 

assurance on behalf of any future government of India t."lat 

whatever might happen, whatever the circumstances, we shall 

never use the atomic energy for evil purposes. There is no 

condition attached to this assurance, oecause once a condition is 
3 

attached, the value of such an assurance does not go very for. 

In a television interview screened in New Yorlc on may 18, 

19 64 hedeclared "we are determined not to use weapons for war 
4 

purposes. We donot make atom oorrws. I do not think we will y 

This is perhaps the last word of Nehru on this suoject, 

which till now also has oecome a oig question oefore us that 

wether we should go nuclear or not1 

------------------
3. T.T. Foulose (ed.), Fersg::ctives of India''s nucleer policy, 

(New Delhi: Young Asia, 1978), p. 54. 

4 • Ibid. I p. 54. 



To make the bomb or not to make it this is the cruel 

choice that faces India. Nehru's implacableopposition to 

India going nuclear, Whetever the cireumstances, remains 

fresh in the memory. Cost iS the major probibi tive factor, 

because enlightened opinion now realises that there is no half 
5 

way house in a realistic nuclear programme. Disarmament 

remains the long term aim of all civiliSed governments and 

people's of the world. This is the ultimate solution of world's 
6 

and India • s nuclear dilemma. 

It iS no doubt a fact that Nehru committed all future 

governments of India to the exclusively peaceful use of 

nuclear energy. But soon after his death and just five 

weeks after the first Chinese explosion ( 1964) his successior 

Lal Bahadur Shastri, diluted the commitment. 'I can not say that 

the present policy is deep rooted, that it can • t. be set aside a 

and that it would not be changed. In fact the first debate in -
7 

India on going nuclear was triggered off by the chinese bomb. 

Krishna Menon said that the making of bomb is very much 

harmful, .oecause it creates the feeling in the minds of other 

people that we did not mean it ,.,hen we said that we wanted the 

5. G.G. Mirchandani, Indi~ 1 s nuclear· dilemma(New Delhi: Popular 
Book Services, 19 68), p. 173. 

6. Ibid.~ p. 173. 

7. Bhaoani Sengupta, Nuclea.r weaponS'? Policy options for India 
l(New Delhi: Sage, 1983), p. 2. 



total prohibition of nuclear weapons; tests and stockpiles. 

The deoate Whether we should nuild the bomb, or not iS in 

itself a departure from policy •••••• what is the use of gaving 

a couple of bombs or a greater number of small sized bombs 

unless you have enough to annihilate China. The nom.o has no 
8 

value, it hc,.s not even a deterrent value. 

Already humiliated nu t'1ie perfidious Chinese war on India 

in 1962, there was a ground swell of concern in India anout a 

possiole chinese nuclear threat to her national security. 

But according to the chinese, their nuclear weapons were to 

defend the third world. Yet these were no consolation for a 

non nuclear nation like India with whom the chinese had an armed 
9 

conflict just two years .uefore the nuclear test. 

During the first years of Indira Gandhi's l?rime Ministership, 

India took a hard 1 ine at meetings of the eighteen-nation 

Disarmament committee in Geneva and tried to ensure a Nuclear 

Non-proliferarion treaty (Nl?T) that would safeguard its 

security :from the chinese::)b<Jml,. However India wanted the 

nuclear powers to commit themselves not to transfer nuclear 

weapons or weapon technology to others, not to use nuclear 

weapon against a country that did not possess them and safeguard 

8. Dhirendra Sharma(ed.)
1 

The Indian Atom(New Dehi : i>hilosophy & 
Social ktion, 1986), p"!27. 

. 
9. T.T. l?oui.ose (ed.) Perspectives of India1 s nuclear 1?olic7i_, 

(New Delhi: Young Asia, 19 78), p • .,l.04. 



the security of the countries threa~ned ny a power having 
10 

nuclear weapons capanility or anout to acquire such capanility. 

In alit the five nuclear weapon powers and two clandestine 

nuclear weapon powers the decision to go nuclear was taken in 

secret without any pUDlic deDate. However, in France though 

the decision was taken in great secrrecy ny M. Felix Gaillard 

heading an interim caninet, Yet there was considerable denate at 

that time. There is impression among many in this country 

that having conducted a n:uclear test Indian has already oecome 

a nuclear weapon power with a few vom.uS in· its arsenal, 
11 

which is totally incorrect. 

Right upto the early 1960's, Indian comment on hazardS of 

nuclear warfare had assumed no direct threat to India when 

the news first broke that mao-Tse Tung's China might, in the 

not too distant future possess the atom bomb, the nuclear 
12 . 

threat assumed a new dimension in Indian eyes. The Chinese 

armed attack on Indian border changed the image of a friendly 

neighbour and the nuclear debate in India beg an to be more sharp. 

Various estimates have been made of India • s nuclear capabi-

lities. Leonard Beaton in his book •Must the bomb spread' 

10. Bhabani Sengupta, Nuclear weapons? policy option for Indi~L. 
( New Delhi : Sage, 1983) 1 p. 2. 

11. K. Subrahmanyam, Indian Securi'ty Pers@ctive's(New Delhi: 
M3C Publishing House, 1982), p. 198, 

12. T.T. Poulose (ed.), ~erspectives of India's nuclea£._l>olicy 
( New Delhi: Young 'ASia, 19 78) 1 p. 55. 



stated that Indian government does not possess substanti~l 

reactor facilities free of international commitments. The 

Canadian reactor, which was built under the colomoo plan with 

Canadian help, is not subject to formal Sr>feguards-It is 

governed merely by the Indian government• s undertaking 
13 

~r-, uo 

that it would be used only for peaceful purposes. However, the 

atomic plant null t at Kalpakkam, near Madras, Would oe free from 

such restrictions as it is heing designed and null t completely 

oy Indian scientists. 

Beaton e:xpl ained at a news conference in London in 1965 

that for on average atom .bomb it had oeen calculated that 

five kilograms plutonium were needed, and that four thermal 

megawatts had the cap.acity to yield one kilogram of plutonium. 

It was on the .oasis of such ·calculations it has oeen estimated 

that Canada-India reactor, with a power reting of 40 thermal 

megawatts, if it \-laS switched over to production of nuclear 

weapons, coUld produce at the rate of two atom .oomuS a year. 

Tarapore, with an estimated power rating of 380 electrical 

megawatts can produce 76 poss iole .uomus per year, Raj as tan, 

with a rating of 400 electrical megawatts, 80 possiule Lomus 
14 

per year. 

13. G.G. Mirchandani, _.-~ India's nuclear dilemma 
(New Delhi;: Popular Book Services, l96f), p. 174. 

14. I.oid., p. 175. 



A pro-Domr> loooy started coming. in to the open even during 

.Nehru • s life time. Less than six weeks after the cease fire 

in the 1962 al:med conflict with china, the Hharatiya Jana Sangh 

demanded in a formal. resolution the production of nuclear 

weapons oy Inilia as part of the country's long term defence effort 
15 

against China. 0 n octooer 22~ 1964 Indira Gandhi Who was 

then India's minister of information and Broadcasting~ said 

' in an interview on French Television that "India is in a position 

to produce the oomo within 18 months. eut I think we should 

not deviate from our stand and· should use atomic energy for 
16 

peaceful-purposes only. 

Nehru's successor as Prime Minister, Lal l:Sahadur Shastri, 

reiterated hiS government's decision not to produce the atom 

borno for moral and practical considerations. In January, 1965, 

speaking at the 69th annual session of the Indian National 

congress, Prime Minister Lal Bahadur Shastri declared, "our 

pol icy is not to manufacture the atom oomo at present •••• I 

can • t say any thing as to What might happen in the distant 

future. So long as we are here, our policy is clear that we do 
17 

not want that atom oomos should be nanufactured in India. 

•• 
16. 

Moreover, at the armed ·conflict with P*istan in 1965, 
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the pro-bomb lobby became ~ry strong. A day b-e for the 22day 

Indcb -PakiStan war ended, about hundred members of parlicrnent 

belonging to all parties adlressed a letter to the pr.ime-

minister demanding an immediate decision to develop nuclear 
18 

weapons. 

After the death of Shastri, Mrs Gandhi took the 

charge of the Prime ,Minister, in 1966. At the same time China 

exploded her third bomb in may,9, 1966. As a result of Which n·2avy 

pressures came from all the members of parliament irrespective of 

the party diStinctions to go for the bomb. Ho't-rever Mrs. Gandhi 

did not concede to their pressures. N .G. 9oray, the them chairman 

of the praja SocialiSt party of India said that India should 

manufacture bomb at all costs and called upon the people to 

cheerfully bear any additional tax burden as a result of India 
19 

going in for nuclear weapons. 

Pr.ime ministsr Morarji Desai who for decades opposed the 

idea of india going for nuclear said, 11 our people Will die 

of poverty and get destroyed even before any destruction can 

take place by a bomb thrown by China. Also he goes nuclear, 

ono body in future would believe in her professions of marality. 

The whole world knows that pakistan is engaged in a 

relentless drive to acquire nuclear weapons. Its clandestine 

nuclear activity over the past few years is now the stuff of 

: • r· i : 1 i .. ·, 
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legend. In contrast, the Indian nuclear progranune has 

oeen open and pu.bl ic. Despite demonstrated nuclear weapon 

capability !!years ago, no one has accused India of ouilding 

a nuclear arsenal. Yet General Zia-ul Haq has successfully 

projected himself as a champion of peace seeking to rid 

South Asia of nuclear weapons. 

The five nuclear proposals of General Zia are that India 

rr·· t)j 

and Pakistan could ~i) jointJ.y sign the Nuclear Non-proli:ferc:ti<:m 

threaty (N.PT) (ii) agree to mutual inspection of each other• s 

nuclear facilities, (iii) together suomi t all their facilities 

to international safeguards, ( iv) convert South Asia as a 

nuclear free zone (v) agree to a mutual renunciation of 
21 

nuclear weapons. 

A closer and informed look at General Zia's Package, however 

reveals that the offer is neither sincere nor serious. The 

only common thing in the Indian and Patistani attitude· to 

the NPT is that ooth have refused to sign it. But the 

underlying motivations and philosophies of India and Pakistan 

are poles opart, and hold the key to the understanding of 
' 22 

Indo-Pak nuclear diplomacy. 

21. c. Raja Mohan, " India's nuclear Diplanacy: The need for 
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The Pakistani proposal on mutual renunciation of nuclear weapons 

is yet another way of imposing NPT on India. India 1 s refusal to 

surmit to the .NPT regime and renounce its nuclear option has 

nothing do With Pakistan's nuclear policy. It has always 

oeen oased on glo.Oal consideration, partiqul.arly as part of 

its quest for genuine nuclear disarmament at the glooal level. 

India refuses, rightly, to give up nuclear option so long 

as nuclear -weapons remain the currency of glooal po>-Jer and 
23 

their .build contnues. Pakistan has never shown serious concern 

for global nuclear disarmament. Its only concers has been 

to bring India into the net of the NPT either directly or 

indirectly and close India's nuclear option. It iS however 

very much clear that all the five nuclear proposals of Pakistan 

are totally incompatiole with the oasic thrust of India's 

nuclear policy, founded oy Bha.oha and Nehru and pursued oy the 

1 ater leaders. 

Pakistan's offers on mutual inspection and international 

safeguards adninistered uy the IAEA (international Atomic energy 

Agency)reveal the same pattern of divergence vetween India's 

glo.ualiSm and Pakistan's uilateralism on the nuclear question. 

The pbjective of mutu~l inspection or IAEA ~afeguards is to 

prevent the diversion of nuclear material from civil facilities 

to weapon developnent. In their essen~ , the IAEA safeguards 

are only measures to account for nuclear materials within the 

23. Ibid., p •. 1085. 
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nuclear fuel cycle of the country. If there is a large amount of 

nuclear material unaccounted for (MUF), then the inspecting 

Q"ency could conclude that t.'-lere ban been a diversion. Becouse 

of a number of in he rent 1 imitations, the real utility of -
24 

Safeguards or inspection in confidence building iS marginal. 

A close research on this policy reveals thct India was not 

against the principle of safeguards but against their irrational 

application "only to the developing countries 1 " where the 

chances of their misuse were the least. According to the 

opinion of the Indian leaders safeguards and nuclear disarmament 

should go together. It pointed out that if only the worldS 

uranium enrichment and plutonium separation plants- the sources 

for weapon material were put under international control, 

safeguards on other material equipment and reactors would oe 
25 

unnecessary. The Pakistani proposal on the nuclear free zone 

for South Asia would involve renunciation of nuclear weapons 

by the countries of the region and opening up all their nuclear 

activities to IAEA safeguardS. Under the free zone concept, 

the nuclear weapon States agree not to deploy nuclear weapons 
26 

against the countries of the region. 

24. Inid. p. 1079. 

25. Ioid., p. 1081. 

26. Ibid., p. 1082. 



However nuclear weapon free zones. are .uased 

on twoprinciples., First no country on the zone should hate 

crossed the threshhold or ne on the point: of doing so and 
,. 

all countries of the area should oe sWJject to either 

International or mutual .imspection. In thiS Situation, 

neither Pakistan can .ue sure that India, with its demonstrated 

capaoili ty to produce nuclear weapons, has not tucked way 

a few weapons somewhere, nor can lnd1a:::ae'.::S.u:te:. that Pakistan 
' . 27 

has not done the same thirig. 

Secondly, the· facilities to oe insPected oy the two sietes 

are very asymmetrical while in the ·case of Pakistan, it wi~l · 

cover only the reprocessing cell and the centrifuge facility, 

in case of India it will include the fast breeder reactor, 

.the madras reactor, the Dhrub reactor, Trombay an~ other .:-:-c 

reprocessing plants, This would Show how the mutual inspection 
28 

Will. be totally asymmetric bargain from the Indian point fo view. 

Thirdly, so far no operational inspection procedures have 

been developed for facilities like fast nreede r reactors or 

uranium centrifuge enrichment, These activities have hitherto 

-------neen undertaken only by the nuclear \veapon po'tvers and they 

have e}{empted such installations from the inspection procedures 
29 

of the international atomic Energy Agency. 

2 7. K. Subrahmanya.'ll, ''Pakistan and the nuclear issue," 
st·rategic Ahalys'is·, vol. IX No.6(September, 1985), p.550. , 

28. Ibid., p. 550-51. 

29. Ibid., p. 551. 



General Zia-ul Haq asserted tn his interview to the 

Arabia magazine that his country will ·change its position 

C(j . 

on acquiring nuclear weapon capability only if the non-proliferation 

treaty is made universal, covering Israel too. However 

is thesedays, thre iS much talk noth in India and -P~kiStan about 

avoiding a nuclear confrontatJon between-- the two countries. 
. . 

Pakistan authorities and makia claim the credit for putting 

forward ideas such as a South Asian nuclear weapon free zone 
30 

and mutual inspection of nuclear facilities. 

It is an abserved fact that threats are not posed by 

weapons alone. Threats arise out of 'lr1eapons enveloped in 

adversarial political relations. The British and French 

nuclear weapons do not pose threats to other west European·--... 

countires or each other. The us nuclear ~'llea.f:)ons are not seen a 

posing threats to Canada or Mexico but do pose a thrent to 

Cuba. The Chinese nuclear weapons -were seen as a threat by 

Japan before normalisation of Sino-Japanese relations. so, any 

proposel to avert nuclear confrontation should address itself 

to improving the political relations bebvPen India and Pakistan. 

The nuclear threat to India arises from three quarters; 

the super powers, great povrers 1 ike China, the nuclear threat 

from super powers is not tr>ken seriously by Indian strategists. 

The Chinese nuclear-~·reapons capability was taken seriously 

30. Ibid., p. 553. 



in the sixties b~t there is no evidence that India iS 

contepl ating steps to match the Chinese nuclear weapons 
31 

capability. India has through out opposed the South Asian 

nuclear weapons free Zone proposal on two grounds. First, 

China impinging on South Asia (many Pakistanis argue that 

China is a South Asian Power) there can oe no South Asian 
32 

nuclear weapon free zone without china oeing orought in. 

There are a plenty of reasons to be more concerned '~:Olith China, 

than vd th .Pakistan. 

There is also a continuing debate in India about Pakistan's 

intensions and capability, especially in terms of ti..tne fra11e, 

there is li ti:,le debate on Pakistan • s intention to use nuclear 

blackmail to coerce India if and when possinle. It is also 

said that the acquisition of a few nuclear weapons would 

provide Pakistan With a parity with India which it·had 
33 

always sought. 

Indian decision makers will have to uase their calculations 

on old military, political and economic realities as \'Jell as 

international experience when deciding whether and towhat 

31. i>hcwani Sengupta, Nuclear weap9ns? policy options for India 
(New Delhi : Sage, 1983), p.40. 

32. K. Suorahmanya.11, ''Pakistan and the nuclear issue", 
Strategic Analysis, vol. ix No.6, (September, 198 5) ,p. 554. 

3 3. Bhabani Sengupta, Nuclear seapon? Policy Options for India, 
(New Delhi: Sage, 19e3}, p. 40. 



extent nuclear weapons would enable India to deter a nuclear 

Pakistan, a nuclear China and also the nuclear superpowers. It 

is an observed fact that no nuclear power has so far used 

nuclear weapons against India in a conflict over Kashmir or 

in a general war is to put pakistan in an entirely different 

category of nations that is in the company of Israel and 
34 

South Africa. 

There is a great deal of logic in the argument that a 

nuclear Pakistan would neutralise India's nuclear strength. 

Though a local "t-Tar _has taken place between two nuclear powers 

in which nuclear weapons have not been used the Sino--Soviet 

border war in the Ussuri river region the assumption in India 

seems to be that possession of nuclear wea_pon·s by Pakistan or by 

both pakistan and India would rule out conventional war .oetween 

the two countries. It seems to oe widely believed in 
·' 

India that a nuclear Pakistan would acqui-re military parity 
35 

with India Whether or not India is armed with nuclear weapons. 

The dilemma facing the nation is: can India remain 

non-aligned and non-nuclear and still cope with the security 
36 

threat? India's stand on the nuclear weapons programme • 

34. Ibid., p. 41. 

35. Ioid., p. 42. 

36. Sampoom Singh, India and the nuclear bol!!£tNew Delhi: s. Chand & 
Co., 1971), p. 130. 



some thing ambiguous and hence India is trying tO develop its 

agricul ture 4 industry etc. There is considerable uncertainty 

concerning the future prolicies of China, the Soviet Union 

and the United States. If the security threat from China 

remained high and the support of super powers to India 

diminishes, ·there will be no choic for it but to go in for a 
37 

crash nuclear p:rog ramme • 

The nuclear debate in t~e country at present reminds one 

of the debate we used to have in the late fifties on our defence 

preparedness. There· are some who argue that we can afford to 

1 ive with the Chinese and Pakistani nuclear weapons programme 
', 

and that a nuclear weapon progra~~e will ruin us economically, 

there were people three decc>des ago ·o;-rho used to as semt that 

socialiSt states did not lunch attacks and hence socialist China 

vlould not luch ag:}ressions, and that in any case India could not 

step up its defence expenditure Ni t'x~ut ruining its development 
3E 

plans. Another school of thought is of the opinion that if the 

chinses were to attack India, the Americans and Russians would 

come to our assistance • 

Another thing is obvious that though India's defence 

burden ,._.as doubled in 1963--64, it was found that our saving 

and investment did not need to be advto rsely affected. 

Sociatist China could not attack only India but other 
39 

socialist countries. 

3 7. Ibid. I p. 130. 

38. K. Subrahrnanyarn (ed.)1 India. and the nuclear challenge~ 
(New Delhi; Lancer international, 19Gf), p.289, 

3g. Ibid., p. 289. 



In 1971, though the finale turned out to oe different and 

in India's favour at least in the first few months· the 

reactions of sections of Indian elite were on a pattern with 

their oehaviour prior to 1962. Some even argued that India can 1 t 

afford a war with a PakiStan oacked oy the~ u.s. and China. 

Much of our pu.ol ic deoate on the nuclear issue today is .being 

conducted as unrealiStically and as vociferously a the 

deoates in 1962 and 1971 and with as little neck ground 
40 

knowledge. 

Preparation for war have run up against the ausolute 

limits for the economy. Research on the frontiers of 

knowledge is not only a socially comprehensive activity: it 

also reaches furthe'r into future the impressions of high 

technology have produced complicated weapons systems with are 

expensive and difficu1 t to operate. The F1-4 predecessor of f-16 

required 70,000 spa~:·parts. Norman Agustine has pointed out 

that "if the exisi ting tread continues, the ent:..tfe defence 

oudget in the year 2054 will purchase just one tactical 

fighter plane which will ·oe shored ~ days a week oy the Air 

Force and the navy and made available to the marines for one 
41 

day each leap yea;r. 

40. Ibid., p. 290. 

41. M. Zuberi, "Disarmament and ·nevelopment, 11 Worl6. Focus 
{New Delhi, August 1988), vol.9, No.8, pp. 1-3. 



The most important role played by India in the recent UN 

conference on the relationship between Disarmament and 

development was held in the context of changes in the international 

politics and in the world economy. The eleotion of Mr. Natwar 

Singh as the president of the conferepce is a tribute to the 

crucial role played by India in the preparation of the 

conference. India whole heatedy opposed any sort of unnecessary 

expenditure on nuclear armaments. It "reiterated its faith 

on non-v.tolence, disarmament, non- alignment and other Panchsheela 

princ;lples. Also PakiStani delegate raised the issue of South 

Asia to. -De declared asanuclear free zone and emphasised the 

importance of regional and suo-regional secutity arrangements. 

However this role of India ·projected its image outside this 

region as an epiptome of peace. And also this con:fe rer-tce 

provided :impetous to different countries to study their 

weapon options. 

In the stJruggle against nuclear hegemony,keeping the 

nuclear option open is a crucial strategy. So long as the 

nuclear weapon powers use nuclear weapons as the currency of 

1nternational power, a n.1.unber of c.onsequences follow. Tfiose 

Who do not have tre nuclear weapons attempt to use nuclear 

technology and t~ option to gq nuclear as leverages in a 

world, where nuclear weapons have been made the currency of 

power. Those who do not have the technology or option to go 

nuclear try to use their ravr material resources, their base 



fad':Uities, Wh~ch· can provide infrastructure :f6r nuclear 

war fighting and command, control, communication and 

intelligence facilities for bargain. Among the developing 

countries only Brazil, Argentina~ India and ilakiStan are in 
42 

a position to exercise the nuclear option. 

More over nuclear weapons are not relevant in thecontext 

of India's secutity and Geo-political enterests. India's Primacy 

in the South Asian region can be ensured by conventional 

armanents and by diplomacy 'bases on good neighbourliness and 

peaceful co-existence with as many countries as possible. As 

a non-nuclear power, India is not likely to be attacked by a 

nuclear power~ there is overwhelming international sentiment 

and some commitments from the nuclear po-wers against a 
43 

nuclear power attacking a non-nuclear power with nuclear weapons. 

It is an observed fact that nuclear weapons create a 

special kind of insecurity and invariably call for a continuing 

escalation in nuclear armaments. Without ensuring insecuti ty. 

There are however four types of weapons of mass destruction

biological, radiological, chemical and nuclear. Biological and 

chemical ~apons can oe made oy any country, which aas a 

---·-----. ---------
42. K. Suorahmanyam, 110ur nuclear predicament". Stragegic· Ah'alySis, 

vol.ix No.7 (octoner, 1985), p. 654. 

43. Bhabani Sengupta, Nuclear weapons? Policy Options for 
India, (Ne,·T Delhi, Sage,l983J, • 18. , 



44 
minimal industrial infrastructure. So a poor developing country 

like India Should not dare to utilise much of its resources 

on nuclear weapons. 

Another important factor that hints in the minds of all the 

nuclear strategist is the nuclear deterrence • Maintaining 

a nuclear deterrent requires a very high level of managerial 
. 

capaoili ty. Simul toneously it cornples to maintain the necessary 

high level of conventional military preparedness, an early '~·aring 

sys tern, to maintain security of lunchers ;Narheads;Conmunications 
45 

and to maintain a national command authority. 

Also some argue that once India necomes a nuclear po,-~er, 

it may develop a vested interest in maintaining a seyerely 

restricted and monololistic internationel nuclear arms control 

and disa.rmameht as evident cmong existing nuclear po"t-.Jers. 

India \·1ill be joining the nuclear club as a very junior 

member, way behind China and may be equal in some respect 

with Pakistan, which will ultimately diminish India's 

stature as a leading member of the International comrnuni ty. 

India charted its .own long range and independent path 

to nuclear self sufficiency. It did not follo,., the beaten 

track of others. Similarly, in the case of the nuclear weapon 

44. 
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option clso its stab1s is unique, It is the ohly country which 

after having achieved a capaoility nearly two decades ago 

and even after having demonstrated that capa.oili ty·nearly 

two decades ago in 19~4, still has restrained itself from 

converting it to a weapon programme. The restraint held in 

the face of a gro\'ling nuclear challenge from China, an emerging 

one from Pakistan and increasing nuclearisation of the seas 

around the suocontinent. It did not oreak- oown even when a nuclear 

.ul ackmail was attempted against the country in 1911 when the 

UssEnterprise sailed into the Boy of Bengal. 

Jawaharlal Nehru S~id, ''we Will not make these bombs, 

even if ..,.;e have the cep,acity to do so, and that in no event 
46 

we will use atoft':iic energy for those most destruetive purposes. 

Meanwhile India took a major decision in 1963 by signing 

the partial test ban treaty and ~:ereby renouncing the option 

to conduct nuclear explosions in the atmosphere. It 1.-!as the 

first countr.J to sing the treaty after the depository pow=rs. 

Since 19.59, India had been demanding a total prohini tion of 

all nuclear e:xplosions, for all states, nuclear as well as 

non-nuclear. 

It is unforgettable in the menories of a trecherous 

titili tary at-:::.ack and forcible occupation of large chunks 

46 • .P.K.S. Namboodire, "The bomb and the Option," 
.s.trategic Analysis,~vol.ix,nc~ 9 (December, 19£~), p. 844. 



of Indian territor<./, by the Chinese invaders, the nuclear ter=th 

of China couse geave concern about the secutity of the country 

among various sections of the Indian Public. After Nehru 

when Shastri came as Prime minister, he opined that "Ja"Vraharlal 

Nehru made India a leader by calling for disarmament 2nd 

peaceful co-e:xestence. ~'le should stick to these policies ••••. 

v-.TE: have certain global policy to encourage the forces of 
47 

peace~' He reaffirmed that as a government policy India would 

·not want to manufacture atom .bomn and reiterated in t.l-le parliament 

that his government had 11 no intertion of changing the nuclear 

policy." His government Hould ad..l-lere to the decision ''Not to 

go in for nuclear weapons, nut to i¥ork for their elimination 
48 

instead." 

Indira Gandhi after coming to po'I.-Jer said, "vre c.re 

anxious not to do anything i..rhich vrill precipitate the crisis and 

lead to the d.e"felopment of nuclear weapons in many more 

countries. The policy of restraint i·rhich '"'e have c.dopted must 

therefore, continue. It is not oecause we .believe that certain 

big pm,Jers should have 2 monololy of these destructive 1-.reapons, 

but .because "-Te a:re genuinely interested to see total nuclear 

dis armament. " 

Ho~~ver the policy of keeping the option open Hhile 

continuing the restraint, W?s carried on ny the tHo non-congress 

governments V>.'hich came to power in 19 77- 79. Even 1-.rhile 

47. Inid., p. 84o. 

4£. Ioi d., 84o ~ 



declaring oefore the United Nations that India ·would not 

manufacture or acquire nuclear weapons 11even if the rest of 

the world did so", Prime Minister M:orarji Desai dismissed the 

Pakistani proposal for a nuclear free zone as "idle tzlk." 

He rejected the US president Ji11my Carter• s insistence on • full-

scape safeguards " even at the risk of shuttin _: so, ... rn t,-,e 

Tarapur station due to 1 ack of full availaoili ty from the 
49 

United States. 

The Indian government and people are currently reassessing 

India's security needs and its cardinal principles of non-

a1 ignmen t and nuclear weapons abstinence are coming under close 

serutiny, The Institute of l?ubl ic opinion, New Delhi, 

estimates that in 1968, over 75 percent of the Indian people 

from all ~-Talks of life favoured India • s taking the decisions to 
50 

produce nuclear weapons. Some of the recent pro-bomb writers 

are: Subrarnaniam Swamy, K. Subrahmanyarn Col. R. Ramarao, 

Sisir Gupta, H.L. Sondhi, AshoR Kapur, Sa'Tiar Guha and others. 

Non- alignment can • t stand as a potent vreapon which can combat 

an aggressor and this meet the· security t,-,reats from the 

country. To t,-,ese pro-bo-nn vtriters to do nothing and Hait for 

49. 
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something ·to happen and then react oy improvisation is t.'le very 
!:1 

opposite of rational policy, it is tant2 .. rnount to itsabdication. 

A paper issued in l96f by the institute for Defence Studies 

and Analyses, New Delhi gave certain suggestions:-

First, the basic Chinese motivations in developing a 

strategic nuclear capability has been treced. by these (hnerican) 

authorities as an attempt to provide a basis for threatening 

her neighbours. If the US with her ovm over-N~lel'Tiing capability 

to devastate China, does not feel safe 1>1ith that alone 2nd 

needs further measures to protect hers~C:lf, the Indian po:;::n.U.2tion 

or Government is not likely to feel s2fe 1.rit~ :]uarante<"S 
::2 

from other nations to protect them. 

Secondly, so long as t'le use of nuclear ,,reapons is d<"er:lc .:1 

le9etim2te in \-7ar, a- nation 1·.:rhich is in a position t.o 1iave 

them and ,,.,hich faces a possible threat of use of weapons 

against her, vlill be taking undue risks if she does not acquire 

them and relies as a permanant measure on tenuous and 

incredible gu~rantees o-"'. nations 1-vhich insist on the 1egiti.rn<1cy 

of use of such vleapons. 

Thirdly, India should ffi'"'~e an e ffo:rt to develop the nuclear 

option further and to close the gap bet".-Teen the current st0te of 

knov7ledge and that required to become a balanced nuclear. po"~:Jer. 

51. Sa'Tlpooran Singh, ~ndia_~nd_ the __ nucJear oomo., (Nev: Del '"1i: 
s. Chand & co., 1971) ,p.95 

s::-:. Ibid., p. 96. 



The supporters of the nomo argue t.l)at nuclea; .\-J'eapons 

are the supreme symbol of national self-reliance. They treat 

the develo:pment of national nuclear forces as the mark of 
53 

national great.'l'less, and politicnl po\·Jer and .importance. 

It is an observed fact that the states wi tc'-1out nuclear weapons 

tend to be ignored n-.· those which have them. Also some Indians 

believe that India's developnent of nuclear weapons would 

create a credible counterpoise to China. Gopal maintains that 

the United States in Asia must oe reduced and eventually 

replaced oy an Asian po~r capa.ole of thwarting the Chinese. 

rofe ssor M .L. Sondhi has surn:narised the opinion of some 

intellectuals and stated atat " if India decided to make the 

oomn, it would not merely heighten the morale of the nation 

JJUt also transform tt'l.e attitude of its '.-~ostile neighvours. 

Som Dutt advocated that India s;·1ould go nuclec-T and t11<'lt time 

waits for no man and in this case, time iS tt'l.e essence. They 

also suggested that India's opposition to the development of 

nuclear weapons would keep it perpetually on the defensive as 
54 

a relatively po~rless entity arnong the world's nations. 

The final report of the International ~semnly of nuclear 

weapons, held on 23.26 June, 1966, stated that there vTere three 

basic reasons that might prompt some countries to embark 

upon a nuclear weapon progr~~. 

53• B.Ttl. Augenstein, 11The Chinese and French Programs for the 
Development of National Nuclear Forces, ORBIS~'vol.xi, no. 3, 19 67. 

54. Sampooran Singh, India and the nuclear n~, (Ne\v Delhi: 
s. Chand & Co., 1971), p.97. 



These are anxiety for their ovm secutity and the wish to. 

introduce a stcr;onger element of deter.r€nce in to their 

systems of national defence, A desire to share in the position 

of prestig~ and influence and the possession of nuclear weapons 

is a drive for greater autonomy. 

The Indian defence programme is aimed at deterring China 

and the defence spending is aimed et providing security 

vli thout disrupting the economy. Even from t"'le strictly 

economic development angle, it is clear that India is faced 

ivith smell ,_.rars on its borders '1.1ith periodic regularity end 

it ~,Jill mean serious dislocation of the economy and serious 

strain on planned progress: nevertheless a lo1.·1 level of defence 

expenditure is a sure invitation to such small i\rars, It is 

certainly bet.t.er to build up deliberutely a strong, e~ficient 
t::r::: 

defence f<!Trce ~ . .rhich will deter the enemies of India. 

K. Subruh.rnanyam Stated that India's mili t2ry strength 

did not co'Tlmand the C}:-edibilit" it dese:rv-ed both within the 

country· ann abroad,. He also pointed out that as our Credibility 

goes doi·m, our problems t.rfth 01..1.~ neighbourS i·Till encrease. 

He 1 is ted seven factors i•Thich he believed -v.roul d h<'lve a be c:ring 
!':6 

on ·t.~1e Indi.an decision. 

----------·-----------
Ibid., p. 101. 

5f. B'' 0ba:-:i Sengupta Nuclear ~k avons "?Pol icy options for Ind.!~, 
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{a) ~fuether Pakistan goes nuc'le2r; 

(b) Whether tv:o super l?ovlers continue ~<·it:~ their unbridled 

proliferation of nuclear v:eapons: 

(c) Nhether the other three nuclear v.teapons powers conti.'!ue 

"t·ri th t11e ir own programmes: 

(d) Nhether Israel is deprived of its nuclear ,._,.eapons <md 

\·.'he t 1J.e:-- further clandestine proliferation takes place in 

countries like South Africa and Tai~·mn; 

(e) 'Whether t..~e arsenals of c:rypto nuclear vreapons nations 

increase or pecome more lethal: 

(f) '.•1hether ti-;e intey-vention is tendencies of m.J.cle2r \·,•eapons 

po';Jers get strengthened fuj-ther: a·;d lostly; 

(g) ~·1hether nuclear Heapons get increasingly legitimised o,:

delegi timised. 

74 

He correctJ.y identified Fakistun 1 s aspirations and efforts 

as the most irnportant provocation foT India to go nuclear. 

6f course sunrahrnanyam argued in favour of India adopting a nuclear 

~·.Teapons policy at a more sophisticated 1eve.1,.1 relating the 

issue to t..~e unjust, repr-essive and eYploitive internation?~ 

nuclear regime. Milit2rj o:'-ficers at a. seminar held in Ne':l Delhi 

in marc'1, 19£2 refering to the Pakistani nuclear issue 

suggested that 11"i·Jit'!! regard to a poss.i,..vle Pakistan nuclec:r 

threat, India has bvo options: Either it remains one step ahead 

of .Pakistan in nuclear weapons programme, so that it is not 

cought in a disadvantageous position or it keeps its nuclear 
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weapons capability in complete readiness. Either way India 
' 27 

Will have to perform a delicate oalancing act. 

Two American Strategic specialists, Lewis A Dunn and 

Herman'Kahn· identified eight types of events ,.,hich pressurises a 

country to go nuclear. These are: (a) I~givement in foreign 

crisis; (.b) reduction in alliance credibility; (c) nuclearisation 

of other countiries: (d) Weakening or breakdown of 

International constraints; {e) domestic crises; {f) government 

or leadership change; (g) increased availability of necessary 

resources and inputs; and (h) changed perception and utility 
58 

of nuclear weapons. 

Pandit Nehru 1 s vision of India as a great pov.1er alsong with 

the USA, USSR and China is alSo taken into account. South Asia, 

it was ,asserted, could not be defended without nuclear weapons; 

how could India then shirk its role as a regional po'Ner; 

We must go nuclear from the global as much as from the moral 

and nationaliStic point of view. The costs involved v..>e·re 

roughly estimated at an additional F.s. 3, 600 cro:res per annum, 

as the probable requirement of a modes~ nuc1e2r programme for 

the next ten to fifteen ·years :rough!:y douoling the present defence 

budget to about six percent of the GNP. It was opined that this 
59 

order of e~nditure need not deter us from making nuclear weapons. 

57. u.s. Bajpai {ed)·ij!ldi~•s Se£_u!;i;tx:the Pelit;ico
~trategic. ~nvi,ronmen·t, (New DelhJ.: Lancer 1982T, p.l36. 
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One participant presented a se.t of four circumstances in 

which India might go nuclear: 

( i) By acquiring nuclear 't1eapons in open defiance of the 

NFT regime 1 

( ii) In order to gatecrash into the nuclear hierarchy in the 

~ighly stratified international system; 

(iii)In response to a sucdessful nuclear explosion by Pakistan 

or to a nuclear bomb manufactured by that country; 

(iv) In anticipation of Pakistan going nuclear, thereby 
60 

maintaining alead over it as an emergent nuclear pm-x::r. 

Some also argue that the option of relying f)n a nuclear , 

umb rall a could be ruled out as it 'v-oul d r.e duce us to the 

status of client state. So we have to become a nuclear pm-x::r 

in our own right-there is nothing i.rnmoral in it as the stark 

choice is betHeen kill or get killed. Going nuclear would 

win us international respect and would alSo remove the 

psychological disadvantage from >vhich our armed forces suffer 

due to non-possession of nuclear -vreapons. Going nuclear is 

the only option and this cbption iS open to us becouse our 
61 

cons is tent refusal to sign t"!-)e NPT. 

Also the school of thought '·Thich support India to go 
62 

nuclear, put forth the following points. 

-----------------·-----
60. Inid., p.111. 

61. Inid., p. 112. 

62. S~~pooran Singh, India and the nuclear nomn(New Delhi: 
s. Chand & Co., 197U, p. 101. 



( i) A nuclear nom.o project was technically feasinle, 

politically highly desirable, strategically hifhly 

inescapable and economically not only sustainable nut 

actually advantageous: 

(ii) the cost of nuclear .bomb programme would, instead of 

crushing the economy, accelerate growth of industry and 

technology. 

(iii) the nuclear programme had a definite advantage as it 

would provide 50,000 jobs for engineers, scientists and 

technicians; 

(iv) if nCltional Sur.d.val and existence \vere objectives, the 

cost of the oomo should not stand in t.~e way of its 

Production. 

Anti Homo Arguments:-

Those ~-1ho oppose the oom.o, they say that to achieve a 

strategic second-Stnke capauility vis-a-vis China, Indie.·-would 

need a ralatively sophisticated system. The chisese have 

nuil t many air fields in Tioet from l·7hich their air craft are 

within, 1300 Kilometers of Delhi, Calcutta and Jarnsedpur. 

China can deliver nuclear .uorrws IJ~J air craft or I:RBMs from 

their J,jases on Tioet against Indian cities. On the other 

hat~d, the approximate ranges from the northern most air fields 

in India to the nearest important targets are Ashan, 



3520'kdlometers; Mukden, 4,000 kilometers, c;md chungking 2080 

kilometers, Sanghai.3, 440 kilometers and Hangkow, 2,800 

kilometres. The talk of covering such distances, penetrating 

into air defences, refuelling in flight and returning to base 
. 63 

is a formidable one. 

The antibomb lobbies invoke the mames of Mahatma Gandhi 

and ptUldit Nehru itt support of arguments 1 "India going nuclear." 

According to Mahatma Gandhi if there were threats to naional 

security and sovereignty, then evil must be resisted. The 

Indian armed forces moved into defending the state of Jammu 

and Kashmir in october, 1947 with the blessings of Gandhi. If 

India develops nuclear capability mainly with a view to deter 

the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons oy its adversaries, 

that Oy itself C8.n It De UnGandhiane 

Nehru was advised Dy Dr. Bhabha that the country should 

r:"'j ,.. 

tb 

close the option to produce a nuclear device in 1963 in case this 

should become politically or militarily necessary. However 

India took major irdtratives iu regard to the test Ban theaty 

and in promoting discussions on disarmament. 

If India decides to go nuclear, it seems that u.s. Will 

discontinue its aid, may even withdraw from the area and give --

ad:iitional aid to India's adve.rsaries. This Hould incr-ease 
·'.-':-

63. Ibid., P• 103. 



security threats f'rOm either the aided paJ<istan or the 

unrestraind China. The effor.t to build t.'l1.e bomb in India 

'"ould thus be more frantic and less tailored to economic needs. 

It has also been suggested that India 't'lill be pl2ying 

straight into the hands of China, if because of emotional 

reaction or pt€Stige considerations, it enters into a 

nuclear rc.ce with Chine. The enor1Tious dive:rsion of resouJ:-ces 

and Jcalents required '"ill retar-d India • s economic ar!d social 

development p~-ogrammes indefi;Jitcly arid b::.' dreating scarcity 

and economic disloc;::tion and social discontent not only 

~,.reaken India internc.lly bt.~-:::. eli_;-ninc.te as apcli~:ical factor 

in Asia and Africa. 

This school of thought alSo 01-::ine that our Inte 1:-nation21 

role and presti'.::;e ha:dlly depend on having nuclec.r \veapons. 

.,....,q 

'" 

In fact if v:cos the fifties and sixtives ~:rhen ~ve veheme Uy o:t,.::t.;ossd 

micleariSation that our role in Horld affairs ',,Tas regarded as 

most effective. As for prestige, there are several non-

nuclear nations notably Japan and ~·7est Germany ~::hich enjoy 

a great deal of prestige. On t:1e question of costs; the estimate 

of Rs. 3,600 crores per ar::num chc.llenged. Reference vlc.s mc.de 

to the figure of US 75 billion sp.-ec.d over fifteen years 

,.,rhich one of the background papers had mentioned, based on 

64. Bhanani Sengupta, Nuclear Neapons? Policv Options for India 
(New Delhi: Sage, 1983), p. 113. 
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the French experience in acquiring a· 1 imi ted nuclear capa.bili t·'· 

Besides, apart f:rom the costs of making nuclear He2pons, 

ot..1ter related costs like those of deliver~:{ and command and 

control systems had to ue taken into account. Defence 

expenditure Has already consuming 30 pe1-cent o-f the non-plan 

uudget and forms 17 percent of total government spending and 

':!e could hardly 2fford to dotmle this level ,,,hich ''rould ve 

necessary even if the expenditure '.vas going to be only R~. 3, 600 
65 

crores per year. 

Not only going nuclear vlill incur Socio-economic loss 

J.JU t also diploma tic ally \·le 'NOUl d ue th ro-vrn in to a s trange fo :re ign 

policy league after losing our aDility to sustain a ncn--aligned 

stance. The adversa,-y relationship \vith l?akistan vlould get 

permanently perpetuated ,.,,ith no hope of any improvement. 

USA 't-lould certainly resist our going nuclear and even t.'te USSR. 

will not oe ·in favour of us, if wer:oecome nuclear power. 

Moreover in this situation nuclear weapons are not of much use 

militarily; vrhat is of rrore immediate relevance are stronger 

conventional forces backed b~· aggressive diplomacy. 

The follo\>ring four points, 2re strictly opined by the 

an tibom:O schcol • · 

(i) Improvement of relations with f'<'"lkistan, accompanied b-:c' a 

mutual reduction of forces. 

( ii) work towards creating a nuclear free 7-Cme in south Asia. 

65. Inid., p. 113. 
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(.iiiJMake>eommon cause with popular peace movements in the West. 

(iv) Plead for a ne\-T political order objuring the use of mass 

d~s~ction weapons: not only nuclear but also bacterial, 
....... : 

chemical oinary gas etc. 

India's de fence pol icy must not seek to win sars, it must 

seek 'tO, make war impossible to contemplate, so far as its 
66 

neighbours are concerned. However deterrence does not mean the use 

of one,•s .. ·most developed weapons and escalate the warslevel, 

the moment the enemy launches such a war; it means acquiring an 

option. in'.:thiS regard. 

Takingto the present conditions of India, any impartial 

man can suggest o:ae' s own view poi.i~t. A country where 36 percent 

people Still live oelow poverty line and 36 percent people 

are literate. Why Should We go for a JJOITUJ? Our developing 

economy cara•t vear such a J.Jig ~urden with increasing population 

in thiS sub:...continent. Still a nation has to live like a 

natsion;"';~t.' should be capable enough to preserve, protect and 
·'"'· . 

defend, its Sovereignty, entegrity and natioP-ality as a Ylhole. 
-···· 

Under this circumstance, what some academicians, researchers, 

s tra tegis ts and political de cis ion makers say for keep i.T'lt:J the 

nuclear 'option open, should be strictly adhered to. 
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Decision making has becmne an important instrument in 

the policy making of a nation. It is no douot a fact that 

the post second world '~ar period has seen rapid developnent of 

new strategic doctrines, the repid .oreak through in the v.Yeapon 

systems 1 transport and communication capa.oili ties. It has profound 

impact on the decision making processes, command and control 

apparatus and civil-military relationships in different countries 

"rhich maintain sizeaole military estaolishments. 

Jawaharlal Nehru, independent India's first prime MiniSter, 

was the principal archi techt in the India's foreign pol icy and 

the sole voice in the making of defence policy. During 17 year 

from 1947 until his death in May 1964, he was also the 

country's miniSter of External Affairs and thus directly 

responSiole for the active ln interpretation and administration 
1 

of that policy. So in order to clearly understand the nuclear 

policy of India, ~ have to sufficiently rely on Nehru's 

ideas, hiS pholosophy and viSion and the .uroad national 

puzyose see~~ J...Y h:iw. 

In tne 1-1rese:::::t It~ ter.-.. titioual env irouiuen.t, tfie diftere.-•ce 

The process· wnicn used to make the immediate period JJefore 
I 

r· 

1.. s.s. Khera, India •s Defen<.:e ProJJlel,!l,._{New Delni ~ Orient 
Laugman, l96er;-p .. 299. 



hostilities, continuous production of war material, deplo

yment of troopS on the frautiers, keeping them continuously 

corn.....at ready are today :aortpal peace time aspects of defence 

management. Any country which goes in for elaoorats measures 
2 

of mot>Uisation wU1 invite a preemptive attach on itself. 

Concep'b..laliSing the role of Indian political personalities 

in the nuclear policy process, is a hard out not animpossiole 

task. The original frame work as defined ny Nehru-was to use 

atomic energy for peaceful purposes and to leave the open for 
3 I 

possible use for India's protection. n thiS regard the role of 

the Indian scientists in shaping the policy process iS not 1e ss 

significant. Nehru always spoke ooout the peaceful uses of 

atomic energy. But the shift in Nehru's thinking occured ofter 

the 19o2 crisiS in response to l::!hai.iha •s position, on the 

diplomatic strategic uses of nuclear energy. 

BhaJJha conceived the India's atomic programme under the 

'Atoms for peace•·r-eoncept, out his commitment to peaceful uses 

was limited. He aever lost sight of t:ue military use of atomic 
4 

energy & Because of his real poli tik approach, he did not show much 

enthusiasm for d.isaJ:mament neyond the 19o0s .. Nehru of course 

was committed to disarmament completely, and he talked publicly 

-'---------- ---------~----

2. ·KJ..;Subrahrnanyan, ~er~ctives in Defence Plann.:!-n_jz(Ne~,., Delhi: 
Abhinav, 1972), p. 115. 

3. Asholt Kapur, India's hucH~ar bption•:· AtOmic DePlomaby 
lm_q. becision· inakin9.t (Nmv York: P raege r, 19 76), p. 192. 

4. Ibid., p. 192. 



5 
Frimarily about the P!aceful uses of nuclear en~l!'gy. 

Speakingat the fourth International Atomic energy Agency 

(IAEA) General conference 1 on 22nd September, 1960, H.J. 

Bhabha said t~at India was not and never had been against the 

85 

principle of safeguards, It insisted that any system of 

safeguards adopted by the agency should conform to· certain nasi~ 

principles. The states mostadvanced in the atomic energy and 

therefore the main contributors to nuclear \..reapons production 
6 

,..,rould not ne affected by any safeguards the agency dould i111pose. 

In the present intematiorial environment the difference 

bet~-~Teen peace and H?r has :Oe•::n consideranly narrowed down, 

\"lars are more likely today among industrialiSing nations than 

a'llong industrial nations Since ·the risk of escalation to nuclear 

levels in these cases is very much less as the stake the 

industrialiSing areas represent to the nuclear powers iS less 
7 

than what the industrial nations cor:stitute. The indu::;trialising 

countries will have to get pa:rt or rnost of the armament 

requirements from industrial po-wers. The industrial po.....,~rs 

keep only l.imi ted stockpiles of conventional arms as they act 

on the assumption that a conventional war fought in the 
8 

industrial areas will escalate into nuclear war in a short period. 

5. Ir:id., p. 19 3 

6. J • .t:. Jain, Nuclear it:lcna,vol.II (Ne'..Y Delhi= Radiant publishers, 
1974), p. !'04. 

7. K. Sunrahmanyam, Perspectives in Defence Planning(New Delhi: 
19 72), p. 116. 

8. Ioid., p. 117. 
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.E::Iut Nehru's policy was uased neither on an aostract 

moral or other conceptual monism, nor entirely on the existing 

circumstances, .uut a curious mixture of .ooth the two principles. 

It is no douDt a fact that he '!rtas influenced uy the Gandhian 

doctrine of non--violence. which seemed to gain emphasis and 

strength f'-om the violence of '"Orld 'l.·.rar II. In his report to 

the all India congress Committee in the January 1955, session, 
..... ': _) 

Jawaharlal Nehru emphasised Gandhiji's uasic lesson that, means 

governends, so that the adoption of the right means is as 

important as t.l-::le ends themselves. 

Continuing his report to the AICC, JavTaharlal Nehru said 

"India is finding herself again. She is learning a great 

deal from others •••• we have, therefore, encouraged in every \'lay 

our family contracts with other countries 1 .out ,.,e realise that, 

if India is to advance, shemust oe true to herself and not .oe a 
9 

pale copy of some other country. 

Nehru in hiS speeches in parliament on February 1E, 1953, 

said, the United Nations organisation 'l..ffiich iS built for peace 

is itself engaged in sponsoring war today. Is it possi.ole 

that the world has not grown up and is incapable of having 
10 

an international organisation for peace? 

9. S .s. Khera, India 1 s Defence P ro.blem, {New Delhi: orient 
Langman, 1968), p. 302. 

10. K .T. Narasimhachar, The Quintessence of Nehru(London: 
George Allen & Unwi~, 1961) 1 p. 91. 



No dou.ot Nehru's commitment for the principle of non-al ig-

nment, panchsheel, Disarmament have kept India in the safeSt 

side. The personality of his stature was very difficult to oe 

swayed away oy the ordinary happenings in the l~nd. No 

douot his death in 1964, iS a te r ...... iJJle shock riot only to the 

decision makerS o( the country, out also to the humankind as a 

'I.-thole. N~l{·~' s successor as !>rime Minister, Lal H2hadur Shastri, 

continued the pol icy of non- alignment, peaceful co-e:xestence 
11 

8? 

and friendship Hith all nations. He also made a special endeavour 

to improve or strengthen India's relationship with he.r Neighbours. 

At that time t~e relationship ,.Ti th ceylon and Burma ,.,as not good, 

and ,.,..L-h the appointment of Sardar s~~tarana Singh as Minister of 

External Affairs, he Hent to ceylon, Burma, Nepal, Afghanistan 

and some other countries of Asia. 

In the non-aligned summit at Cairo in octoner, 1964 

Shastri made an impulsive impression to send a peace miSSion 

to china so as to persuade t~e communist China leaders to stop 

their nuclear programme, ho,..eve:r met with a dead end. Shastri 

visited rmssia in may, 1965 and reiterated India's faith 

in peaceful co-eyistence, str-essed the need for the improvement 

of the international situation then undergoing one of the more 

serious strains of the cold war, for the achiev.ement of gene:r.al 

nuclear disarmame.r. t, and the settlement of all international 

11. ~:s. Khera, Indi~ !.s Defence:rool~m.L (~;e,,~ Delhi.: Orient 
angme!J I 19 f.ST; P • JQ 3 
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disputes through peaceful and friendly negotiations. 

The brief pe,riord of Shastri's term as Prime Minister also 

sa,., the out.Dreak of hostilities or- t'l.-teen India and Pakistan and 

ultimately in september, 1965, there wr>s a full fledged war 

between the two countries resulting in a good deal of dcmage to 
13 

both the countries. 

After the death of Shastri i.n 19 6f( the country vested' all 

the responsibilities on the shoulder of Indiara Gandhi. She 

88 

reaffirmed the nation • s policy as 1 Socialism and democracy at home 

and non--alignment and peaceful co- existence abroad. The 

Chinese attack of 1962 and the continuing t~reat from China 

accross India's northern bord2 rs, has caused many people to 

e::xpress a strong vie~·J that non- alignme:1t as a policy has failed. 

In fact hovreve,...., tl>e policy of non- al ignme::.t he>s not only become 

unsuccessful but ·-as been instrume'·;tal in saving Ing_#.a ~r§m 

involvements of the kind, -vrhich even pakistan has recently found 
14 

to be of little use for her particular purposes. 

The death of Nehru no doubt p>-ovided a different direction 

to the nuclear policy of India.. The focus of nuclear decision 

making centred on the relationship bPt~·Teen Bhabha, Shastri and 

L.K. Jha, S~c:>stri's principc>~ secretory. Ir,··1?APP II p§gotiations 

':\1i th Can adc>, Bhaba. Fan ted t 11e In do cc:nadian agreemen 'c to be even 

-------·- -----···-------------·· 
12. Ibid., p.304• 

13. Ibid., p. 304. 

14. Ibid., p. 306. 
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freeJ- than the QAf'F I agreement. But in the Gl assnoro 

conference beb•.reen ~resident ... Tohnson and Soviet Premier Kosy-~in, 

the NI-'T discussion got seriously under \·!ay and the Canadian 
1.' 

stance towr:rds India stiffened. L.K .J ha supported the Canadian 

and American vievJ on l-!FT ~ At this juncture Shast,:-i approached 

Bhabha to negotiate ~ .. :it~ Can ada on t'l:.is issue, to ~·.r:tich he 

declined. 

Consequently Bhbha's opr:osition ~ron over L.K. Jha 1 s viei·rs. 

In November 1965, Bhabha pu1- · for\•.Tard a note fo:r a Subterrd.ne<n 
lf: 

nuclear Explosion Project (~JEP) • This project• s aim was to produce 

an underground explosion. In Decemoer, Shastri gave his 2PFroval 

direc·tion, \·lith the c;r:pointment of Vikram Saraohai as the 

Chairman of the Atomic Energy co':tmission. T:-~en Sorabhai C?~led 
17 

off SNEP and accepted tougher safeguards on n;J;-l II. 

~ ' 
n 5th Hare~:, 1970, rrirne ;ninister Indira G2ndhi told 

the :Rajya Sabha that Gove~nment believe t.:-tat. the p:resen·t policy 

of developing our scientific 2nd tec'-~nolo~:ic.-1 C2,L~ability 

in e:xpanding our programme for the peaceful uses of Atomic energy 

and space research is in the nest overall interest. of the nation. 

On 1st June 1974, Prime Minister of India Hrote to ti.:e Canadian 

Prime minister stating, "India remains fi,~ly committed to 

16. 

17. 

--------
Ashok Kapu1-, India •s l':J"Jcle<"""'. op·tion: A~-=o,.,ic :Jiplom-"3C:f~.!]E.__ 
Decision ma[(ing, (NeH Yo~k: 197F)p. 19·1 

Ioid., p. 194. 

Ioid., p. 19 5. 



a policy of producing -weapons. India has opp(>sed and will 

contine to oppose military use of nuclear. energy as a threat to 
18 

humanity. 

Prime Minister Desai in the Loksanha on the 23rd March, 
p 

197e·mad.e a statement in response to a calling attention 

notice regarding the repo:rted decision of the United States 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission to put off tre release of enriched 

uranium for Tarapur Atomic po-wer station and the consequence 

arising out of it. He said the nilateral agreementtfor 

co-operation oetween thegove:r.nment of the United States and 

the government of India provides that all r€quirements of 

enriched uranium for use as fuel at Tarapur shall oe made 

available ny the USA and that I!).dia shall not ontain these 

f'!'Om any other sources. Accordingly enriched uranium is neing 
19 

imported from USA. 

Government have constantly neen impr€ssing upon the u.s. 

authorities the necessity of maintaining continued supplies of 

enriched uranium for the ! Tarapur Atomic po' . ...er station in accordance 

with the inter governmental agreement and the subsequent sale 

contract between the two countries. 

The Bhabha Atomic Research Centre officer's Association 

(BARCOA) in a memorudum sunmi tted to the Prime Minister on 

January 29, 1980, mentioned that the performance of the working 

--------·-------- ----
18. Dhirendra Sharma fed.) The Indian Atom.: l?ov.~r and Proliferation, 

(New Delhi: Philosophy & Social Action, 1986)~p. 79. 

19. Ibid., p. 81. 



scientists have had little effective aay in decision making 

in scientific or pe:rscnal matters. They mentioned t.,__1a t "Too 

many important facts like those concerning health hazardS, 

progress of important projects and service conditions of 

individual scientists have .oeen unnecessarily kept secret 

not only from the public but also f"'""m the majority of the 
20 

scientists. As a :result of Y.rhich the 't~•orking scientists do 

not want to accept the :responsii>ili ty for 2ny failure, for 

they have no right to participate in decision making. And 

due to this serious alienation of the \\rorking scientists and 

the management, India 1 s nucle ,:=::r p"'""gra'Tirne has failed to 

contribute seriously to t 1:.e national develor::ment. 

In the light of H~s. Gandhi's pre-·occupation Hith domestic 

concerns, India ca'ile ve'~""J close to signing the NPT. Hrs Gand'li's 

final decision· was to reject the NPT after the issue H;"IS 

deoated in the Indian ca0inet. l"iorarji Desai and Y.!J. Chavan 

\·.>ere the principal ca.uinet mem.uers, ~'rho 2gr1..1ed against t'le 
21 

nuclear treaty. 

20. Ioid., p. 93 

21. Ashok Kapur, 
and DeciSion 

India •s ~~~le a:r Gptio11: ,Ato~tt,ic Diplomacy 
~' . ;:::--t'-1 'ro 'r • 1'')'7c) r·, 1o.._ ~0\,i.t..~"'e'·' .L r;, • . ,.,, I '• :;lu• 



It may be made clea:r that the decision not to Sign ,.,as not 

oased on any conviction in principle against the NI-''I'. Rather 

it ,,._r tS 1:1 ase d on the careful rea ding of Indian pulJl ic opi r'.iion 
22 

polls. The poll ultimately Sho'\<.1ed that a majo:ri ty rejected 

the I:Il'T and favoured ··envjndi~n~·,a.ecisibo· l:O~·mrd nuc,t.ea.a:;. '1/.leapons.; 

In this regard heavy attention should .be given to the rate 

and scope at vrhich civil servents and scientists are ableto 

educc:te a political leader about the int:ric2cies of nuclear 

policy. No doubt there is a positive link o::t1-:•een the 19f'2 

India--Chi.11a crisis a:Jd the shift in Nehru's thinking. In 

assessing interaction beb\•een (i) Bhabh2 and Neh~u (ii) Bhabha 

and Shastri (iii) Bhabha and Indira Gandhi, it becomes obvious 

th2t t 11e Pr-i.rne HinisJcers vlere more attentive to Bhabga •s security 
23 

concerns in India •s nuclear and disarmament policies. 

On t11e one hand, there ~vere Mrs. Gandhi's perceptions of 

t!le i.rnpl ic2tions of super po,~ter parallel ism in :'ashkent 

e:greement. (1966) and the NPT agreement (19f'f), the implic?tions 

of the u.s. tilt against India during the 197.L Ba:lgladesh 

crisis and the problems India had in securing Soviet support 

durin· the 1971 crisis. On ~R@ other hand, the:re was her 

decision in late 1971 and her final decision on or around 

February 1~, 1974 to eXJ.::>lode a peaceful nucle"'r device on or 
24 

around may 16--21, 1974. Mrs Gandhi hoNever Cancelled.thedecision 

of he':- p:redecessor, S'~astri to have an unde..-ground e:xposion, 

---h· 
22. Ibid., r>. 19 6. 

2 3. Ibid., p. 197. 

24. Ibid. I 198. 



this sl1ould b2 seen as a. tempor2>j' delay in the evolution to'·'?rd 
2~-

nuclear vJeapons, for India in the Ja te l97(Js and l9cOs. The 

India's decision for. the peaceful uses of nuclear enel]!gy does not 

necessarily mean t"1at India 'tV'ill not opt for _weapons, rather. 

it is a slovl movement, a gr2dual ma~--c!1 i:o'!.v<rd the Heapon. It 

;,as become a fact that India 1 s nuclear. ne'-~aviou r is a mere 

reflection of its nationalistic reaction against supe,... pc\·Jers, 

P2kistan and China. Of course the r·ecent developments in Sino-

Indian relations, new disarmament package of Benazir. Bnutto, 

the .t:·rime Minister of Pakistan, the settlement of Afghan crisis, 

t:1e success of super po1\~ r.' s diS 2rrna:nen t talks have s iven a ne\'l 

direction to pol icy makers in the sun-continent. 

The Prime Hinister of Il"ldj a !'h-. naj ib Gandhi in an 

int.e't"'VieH 1·Jith t?-le Japan Economic Jou:rnal, NovemneJ:- 9, 19E5 

said th2t 'h'e are against atomic oomo on principle 'tve have 

fought for disarmament, for- doing a":ay vri th nuclea:r- weapons 
26 

in this part of the region. Also he said iP. <=mother entervie•:;r 

" we do not hav··· a bomb. I do not knovl if Pakistan has one. 

Tr1ough '1.-le hC'lve the full capacity to make " nucleC'!r oomo, I do not 

see the need to make one at present. r-r.1eP. it is necessary to 
27 

go in for one vJe 'tvill info':'1Tl t1"1e people". 

27. 

-------------
Ioid., p. 200. 

Dhirendra Sharma (ed.) ,~ Indian Atom:, Powe,:: and proliferation, 
(New Delhi: philosophy & Social Action, 1986), p. 152. 

I..:-i d. , p. 152. 



At t'he inau-;ur.al ceremony of India's Fast th-eeder Test 

~eacto:r at Kalpakan on Decemoer 1f;, 19E5, :Rajio Gandhi said 

that India shall never make nuclear \·.reapons. :-Je shall not sign 

the non- p:rolifiration theaty .oecause of its disc1-ininato:ry 

chcTacte:r. But India is comrni ted to peaceful pu":'pose of atomic 
2e 

energy. Also on December 17, 19E5 president zia of Pekistan 

visited New Delhi fo ..... a meeting Hith t,.')e Prime Minister of lnqj,a. 

They both however signed an agreement not to attack each other's 

nuclear- facilities. Both of them declared that their nuclear 

programmes were "for peaceful pu!""poses 11 and that they intend 
29 

to Ho1-J<. for a Nuclear ~"leapons Fr-ee Zone in Sout1l Asia. 

India 1 s nuclear energy programme Has of a very modest 

size in comparison to the United States, the u.s.s.-o. and 

the United Kingdom. The late Prirne Minister Ja·lrJ2:--1arlal Ne:1ru at 

the ina<'guration of the Atomic Energy Esta.olishment at Trom.oay 

had emphtically declared in 19 57, that "whatever might hap:r=en, 

~-1~1atever the circumstances, we shal never use atomic energy for 
30 

evil purposes~ 

India's confidence in the U.N. guarantees is shaken, 'Which 

iS evident from Swaran Singh •s speech in tlJe floor of the 

parliament that he strongly deprecated any tendency to thiuk 

---------------------------------------- -
2 E. Dhiraendra Sharma (ed.) The Indian AtOm, ( Ne\.., Delhi: 

pnilosopny & Social Action, 1986), p. 152. 

29. I.oid., 152. 

30. Dhirendra Sharma, India's Nuclear· Estate, (1\Jew Delhi ; 
Lancers, 1983), f'· 8~. 



tilo.t at a time of crisis other countries would uuder write 

I~~~el's satety and i:.&aepe.r.ae.:~c.:e. It is ti .• le to realise tnat 

there is no option for this country but to stard on its feet. 

We must remem.oer that the J..Jest of umJ..Jrellas do oot open w hen 

you need them and also that when it rains every oody uses his 
31 

owu urn.u:rell a. 

Hans vehra has neatly SUJtuued up India's policy in three 

negatives 1 ike ( 1) we will not Sign tne L'lll-'T ( 2) we will 111ake 
32 

r-.o atotUic Y~reapon and ( 3) 'l:le "~J<Till accept no gua.-antees. 

·According to him these three nuclear nagatives is very much 

harmful to Indias interests. The man reason behind it is the 

gap .b"b,!een India • s nuclear potential and t..'1e Chinese nuclear 

s trenght widc=-ns '._Tith the ch2..nge of time and India 1 s secret 

dream of matching the chinese effort vlould evaporate. The 

0 r' .. 4.J l¥ 

second reason is the security council •s resolution, Hhich promises 

secuti ty to those countries ,.,hich sign the Nl?T. Also .e 2ch nncle ar 

po~·~ rs 1 ike tK, USA, USSR have p:rocl ai.rned that they will p:rovide 

assistance to any non- nuc1e0r '·Jeapon st2te part~[ to the treaty 

on the non-proliferations of nuclear ,.,eapons. Thirdly, it iS 

douvtful, as time passes and the num.be r of no!!- signatories 

diminishes, Nhether it will.oe c . .ble to obtain the co-operation 

of nuclear po'·~rs even in t'Je development of peaceful uses of 
33 

atomic energy. 

31. Sampooran Singh, f:nd,ia and. the Nuclear .09mu, (l}~:w Delhi: 
s. Chand & Co. 1971} '· pp. 90-91. 

33. Sampooran Singh India and t.'le nuclear .uomJJ, (Nevl De;bhi : 
s. Chand & Co., 1971), p. 92. 



·It ,.1e come to the case of Pakistan, it is evident that "there 

is no ~"'ay o:!:' m2king Pakistan give up its tJuest for nuclear 

capavility. Those who ut"'<]e India to accept Pakistan's p:roposels 

for mutul inspection or its invitation to India to give up 

policies of not acceding to the so- called non-proliferation 

treaty or the nuclear ·v.,eapon free zone do not distinguis~ 
34 

between mutual inspection and verification. Varification iS 

central to any arms-control measure. Nith its current capanilitie 

India iS not in aposi tion to satisty itself that fakistan does 

neither c2n P2kistan satisf-y- itself about India's nucle2:r--free 
3!:: 

status. Therefore it is obvious t:1at such an arms control 

measure is not feasible beb.;een I~dia and .E!kistan. 

There are some people, Hho e;:-gue that India should j-:.,in 

.Pakistan in a mutual verification 2<;;1-ement, so as "co '\·;if-E; oc.:.t 

the fea:r:- of insecutity in the minds of both these countries. 

At the s arne tirne 've do not h 2ve to forget t'ie th ...-e "t f ·-em Chi;; :c. 

l'lo:reover the sub- continent is sun:-ounded on all sides "i th 

nuclear ~·reapons. The Soviet Union cmd the China in t'le r:o...-t1-:, 

-----~-------------- ··--·-· 

34. K·· ---Subrah.rnanyam (ed.) Indj._§_ and ___ "t-l"2~- Nuclear_ gl~.~l-±~!::.9~-' 
(Iwt?:'t Del~l.i; Lancer Internatio7!c;l, l9E6) }..:. 2[;4. ,...,·. 

35. Ibid., p. 2E5. 
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the Indianocean. A U.s. naval t2skforce wi t'l nuclear t;reapors 

is on permanent sJc:ation in the aranian Sea. Diego Garcia· 

hc:-ndles the B-52 bombers. Sixty five nations on the globe h<:ve 

either nuclear weapons stationed on their soil or have command, 

control, corrrnunication and intelligence facilities related 
3() . 

to nuclear war- fighting. In addition to t.'IJ.iS all industrialised 

nations of the \-lorld .oan ... ing S'\-•eden, Finland, Austria, 

Yugoslavia, s~,·i tzerland, Greece and Ne"T Zeland suuscriue to ~...rC3r 

doctrines, as the uasis of their security. So taking into 

account all the world nuclear sceno:rio, it is seer foolishness 

on ou:r part to t'1ink anymore t}-,at nuclear issue iS merely 

an Indo-Pakistan issue, Many Indians in this regards oelieve 

that India's development of nuclear \•,reapon '·-"'uld create a 

c:rediole political counterpoise to The presence of United 

States in Asia must .oe reduced and eventually :replaced .oy an 
37 

Asian pow=r capa.Ole of thwarting the chinese.v:::Frafessor 

M. L. Sond,i has summarised the opinion of some entellectuals, 

who attended t'"le SemiBar and stated "it ,~ras felt that if India 

decidee to make the oomo, it -vrould not heighten the morale of 

the nation .uut also transfo,.-m. the attitude of its hostile 
3E: 

neighJ..iourS. It has ueen sug;:e sted · t:,at India Is opposition to 

the development of the nuclear v.teapons Hculd keep it perpetually 

on the defensive as a relatively po,..rerless entity among th<" 
39 

\·<orld' s nations. 

36. Ioid., p. 285 
37. s. Gupal, The choice, Seminar, (P..ugust, 1967), P• 15£:. 

38. M.L. Sondhi, "Notes and memoranda;; ~emin__A:.(August, 196'7)p. 1~f 

39. Sampooran Singh I~ __ the nuclear DOrnv, (Ne,~r Delhi.: lg 71) ·· 9 7 - ,p. 



K Subrahmanyam on the other hand points out, that as cur 

credi.Oili ty goes down, our proolems '·ri th neghoou rs "'ill 

increase. Any nation that does not develop national pow::?r, 

commensurete ~rith its size and population, is not likely to oe 

pe :rrni tted to continue that way for long. It ,.,ill oe reduced in 

size and population ce'nffi~nsurate Wit~1 its po~·~r. The only Pay of 

increasing our C'"'edinility is to develop ou"" cr.·"!1 nucle<:>: 
40 

l,reapons. 

Also Sunra'hmanyam in anot'le r nook sug~rests that if a nucle.::-r 
I 

Nc>r '\A!e:re to take place in Europe, India '"'ould not ne sp2r2d. The 

recent study of t~1e scientific com~ittee fo,- the p...-ese::nr2tion 

'.t= J. J_ ,-, 

single nuclea:: ~·!Prhead is not e:yploded ove,.... ~ndic in a nuclear 

war confined to europe~ the casual ties in India c aused oy 

the adverse climatic consequences following that nuclear v.1ar 
41 

Will far exceed those in Europe, the main r;attlefied itself. 

So, at this juncture India's response to the nuclear world 

should .&..>e .uased on numerous presumptions. The -roles of decision 

makers have turned high. It should not oe the proolem of only 

the nuclear s trat2gists, r.athe.,... all the academicians, 

bureaucrats, polificians have to contrioute a lot fer the policy 

40.1nfd.-; p. ,_1.,..0-=-1-.-----------·--

41. K. Suorahmanyam (ed), Ind!a and the ni.Jclea'r· Challenge, 
(New Delhi ; Lancer r,te--natior:al, 198F) I p. ~EI=i 
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_ formulation of the country. We should not forget our 

commitment to nationalism and urge for national survival· cmong 

the population. No dou.ot Pakistan is likely to knock in.to 

India some sound nuclear strategic sense, just as the chinese 

taught this country some lessons on national security management in 
42 

1962. 
For the first time in independent India's history, the Prime 

Minister ~ajiv Gandhi in his pr-esidential a.J.d ..... ess to the 

congress centeni al eel en :rations concluded that "·t-:•e must cornmi t 

ourSelves to the demanding task of making India a m'ghty p::::~r 

in the world N"i th all the strength and copassion of her great 

culture. To this cause I pledge myself, Jai Hind• "only the 

future can tell 't-rhether this vision of ::: mighty out compossion2te 

I,..,dj 2 '"ill oe tr2n~lated into reality and the present political 

leadership 'dll .ve aDle to r-efashion our industrial, agrarian, 

edonomic, Scientific, Technological, militc:n-y and Dure::mcratic 
43 

inffras tructures to contriuute effectively tow2rds this goal. 

I-ndia's response to nuclear Challenge must have two 

egmponents. The first one is to acquire the nuclear capaoili ty 

to shield India from coercive diplomac~T 2nd possil.Jle nuclea,... 

.olackmail and the second is 2 sustair1ed c,-usade to out la~·' the 

use of nuclear ~-Jeapons and m2ke such use 2nd t~1reat of use, crimes 
-'14-

a::;ainst humanity. So taking into ac.;cn.mt the time r.md circumstance 

the decision make:rs should t2ke 2 proper decision a.vout the 

nuclear scenes of India. 

42. Ibid., p. 292. 
43. .It·id., p. 29 4. 

44. Ibid., p. 2i4. 
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The arms race iS increasingly a \1\'orld '·-'ide phenomenon# 

and although its intensity varies markedly betv-:reen regions, 

fe,.., countries and no major regions has stayed out of it. 

The competition in armaments be 'b-7een the 1 arges t mj 1 i tary 

powers is by far the most important. It invelves the 

101 

greatest diversion of resources, the greatest inherent dangers 

and constitutes the princip.rl driving force of the world-~~ide 

arms race. This competition is (p:Ven more intesnsethem is 

suggested by the immense size- and the rapid expansion of their 

arsenals, because it takes place primarily in a qualitative, 

rather than a quantitative di~ension, each new generation of 

vTeapons being more complex ?..nd more destructive than the sys terns 

' 
it replaces. In sorre parts of the world the term • arms 

race' is less appropriate, but in every major region and 

in the majority of couhtries the process of expanding and 

improving military force ap1-ears to be gathering momentum. 

The drain on resources involved in the arms race has 

already been co:trnented upon in global terns. On average, 

countries are devoting ~ to () percent of their output to 

military endS. One aspect of the economic and social impact 

of the arms race is the constraining effect on consumption, 

private and public, and on growth. High military expenditure, 

on the other hand, seems to have contributed to the growth 

difficulties of some indus trial iS&d c.ountr:ies, not only by 

diverting capital and skilled personnel from productive 



employmeh t, but also because a secure .and profitable 

domestic market for arms production reduced the need for 

and the efforts of firms to campete on world markets. The 

arms r<'lce not only entails heavy economic sacrifices. It alSo 

threatens and perverts democratic processes, and weakens those 

processes of Social evolution '!:Jhich provide the only real hope 

for the future of mankind.· 

Nuclear disarmament must be given t>e highest priority 

both because of the in tolerable threat postd by nuclear 

weapons 1 and because current and foreseeable developments 

in their means of delivery and tre doctrines governingtheir 

use, and tie proliferation to ne'.·! states ,..,ill enhance this 

threat and could make disarmament vastly more difficul:t in th~ 

future. As regards nuclear weapons proliferation, regional 

limitation and restraints, such as the establisl)mer.t of 

nuclear free zones, would constitute imprortant steps. The 

high level of military s_pending in the viorld not only diverts 

resources from civilian purposes but also it accelerates 

102 

varjous problems. In this vray they '<ave con.tributed the econo:nic 

dis:ruption and politic?.l instability in some countries. 

The economic cost of constructjng n1Jclear bombs and a 

delivery system v.Tas a separa-te issue altoget"'lPr. A UN study 

in 1968, quoted by the Institute for Defence Studies and analyses, 

N~~ Delhi, estimated that a small but significant nuclear force, 

comprising from 30 to 50 jet bombers, so-medium range miSSites 

and 100 plutonium warheads would cost at least$ 1,700 m 

if spread over a period of ten years. This represent a vast sum 



1 
for the government of a poor country l:ike India. 

Indian pol icy makers would further need to consider how 

a decision in favour of nuclear weapons was likely to affect 

foreign perceptions of regional and international stobili ty. 

Also there ore deve.rgent vie,.,s on the nature of the role that 

nuclear weapons could play for the developing world. A 

particular school of thc;)Ught are of the opinion that the 

possess ion of nuclear weapons by developing countries vlould 

provide greater stability and deterrence against war. It 

was therefore desirable that as many as possible of the developing 

countries should ae!q"Uire nuclear capability. Also some argue 

that the possession of nuclear weapons by developing 

countries would not enhance their security, particularly in 

a Situation of technological and economic dependence \t>Then they 
2 

vrere not self reliant even vTith regard to conventional weapons. 

Another school of thought who oppose thebomb issue 

regard that once a nuclear vJeapons capabll i ty was acquired, 

full nuclearisation would inevitably follow over a period of 

time; all the economic, political and Social consequences of 

doing so \VC>Uld have to be accepted. India 1 s strategic 

environment is not that much vulnerable. An overvievr of t.""le 

stratiegic pattern was provided by a military expert vlho pointed 

~------------------------------------
1. Shyam Bhatia, India 1 s nuclear bomb (Sahibabad; Vikas, 

1979), p. 128. . 

2. Bhabc.ni Sengupta and Centre for policy Research, 
Nuclear Weapons? P9licy opt,ions for India (New Delhi: Sage, 
1983), p:-Ios. 
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out that: (a) India had successfully met external aggression 

more t..'1an once ht;rt Sizeable chunks .of Indian terri tory 

continued to be occupied by China and Pakistan; (b) the problem 

of insurgency in the north east had been tackled suc~essfully 

through a mixture of military force and political tolerance; 

(c) Nhile t.'-le threat from China has lessened, new threats had 
3 

arise~:\ to our coastal areas. Mo-reover Soviet intervention in 

Afghanistan and U.S.A. arms sup~ly to Pakistan give different 

dimensions to the security threats in the Sub-Continent. 

one thing should be clear that we need not have a guilt 

complex about the Pakharan e::xplosion since Pakistan's nuclear 

programme had in fact started long be fore Pakharan and \vcS 

in no 'l.·ray triggered of by it. It may be an important possinil i ty 

that Pakistan 1 s nuclear programme was not necessarily 

directed against India, it is because some say that any bomb 

1·~hich 'l.·lill be dropped in New Delhi, will h<we the same 

repercussion in Islamabad. There fore d. t '"ill be sheer 

foolishness on the part of Pakistan to use it against Indic. 

Recently Prime minister RajiY. Gandhi has expressed. 

concern at Pakistan's continuing nuclear programme. He said, 

"If we push the botton for a nuclear program.rne of course we 

can produce a nuclear 'l.veapon. But we are the only country 

which has sho"'n that it has the capability to produce a bomb. 

Ioo not think there are any other country vlhich ha\'e given 
4 

such example~' 

3;; Ibid., p. 106. 

4. The Times of India, (New Delhi: July 14, 1989). 
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Atiy-W~;,:lndia can • t be condemne~ on the ground it does not 

have nuclear:capabili ty. Its commitment for non-al.igrll'Mlt, 

disatmamel'lt#,'~:-the principle of panchsheela has obstructed 

India to ,qO' ~uclear. Its effort in making Indian Oce,an as 

a Zene of,:peace and to build the South Asian region on peaceful 

foundation bas become sole goal of India. The entire wonld 

should learn a .oig thing from the very freedom movement of 

India# its C'?l-ture and coommitment. The first step the poor 

countries have to do is to non-co-ope rate with the nuclear 

hegemonists~;;,, India has accepted this strategy by refusing to 

accede to:':~ so called Non-proliferation treaty ,.,hich 

procl a.illls the nuclear imperial order. As a corollary India 

refuses to· enter into arrangements es'tabliShing the nuclear 

imperial protectorates in terms of so called nuclear weapon-

free zones. . India joins hands \vith peace movements in the 

IndustriaLised world which are struggling to mould the public 

opinion ag'(l!nSt the nuclear weapons cult.. India exercising 

nuclear Option correspond to the Quit-India movement,the fermation 

of the Indian National Army and Royal Indian Navy revolt 

serving noUce· on the nuclear imperialist that the days of 

nuclear impe,-rialism are over and nuclear coercive diplomacy 
5 

is becoming non-viable. 

In '1:hese circumstances nuclear disarmament has posed a 

very impor~t; question to all the sovereign nation;'.State. It 

is the academicians, the strategists, polit-ical leaders, 

----- ----~--------------
s. K. SW;>rahmanyam (Ed.), India and the nuclear Challen9!:_ 

(New Delhi: Lancer Internaticna}. 1926), p. 297. 
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who are at the apex of the deaision making proce.ss, should think 

a while. A question may arise can India sacrefice·its security, 

in·tegrity and sov~reignty at the cost of its moralistic 

ideology? Can India remain silent when its neigbour, attacks 

India? There fore we have to think and rethink while going to 

clarify its nuclear option. We have to be streng enough to 

defend ourSelves, hence -vre should not close our nuclear option, 

·rather we have tobevigilant enough to see the world in our 

own eyes, making our. nuclear option open. 
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